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ADT - ANT: Anthropology


Assessment: Course Four Column


Program Description: The Associate in Arts in Anthropology for Transfer Degree is designed to prepare the student for transfer to institutions of higher education and specifically
intended to satisfy the lower division requirements for the Baccalaureate Degree in Anthropology at a California State University.  It will also provide the student with a sufficient
academic basis from which to pursue a career in the social science professions.  The student will be afforded the opportunity to study the nature of human diversity from a
genetic, archeological, linguistic and cultural basis.  The breadth of Anthropology will be examined to include the historical and contemporary theory and research as the basis
from which to gain an in-depth awareness and understanding of humans and the world in which we live.


ANT-1:Physical Anthropology


SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Apply classical and modern
genetic approaches to the study of
taxonomy and evolution.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013 Benchmark: 70%


Exam/Quiz - Pre-Post Test -
Questions were embedded both in
exam form and in response clicker
questions


SLO 2 - Analyze non-human primate
and hominid behavior, social
organization, and morphology.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013 Benchmark: 70%


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - Questions were
embedded both in exams and in
response clicker questions


SLO 3 - Integrate biological and social
perspectives in the description and
explanation of human diversity.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 4 - Explain the development of
modern evolutionary theory.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 5 - Integrate biological,
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
geological, and archaeological
evidence within the framework of the
scientific method, in order to
formulate interpretations of human
evolution.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 6 - Assess current debates in
human biological evolution and
diversity.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013
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ANT-10:Forensic Anthropology


SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Identify the bones of the
human skeleton and distinguish them
from animal bone.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Spring 2013)
Benchmark Met: N/A
Closing the Loop:


There was a 32% gain from the midterm to the final.  This is
a larger gain than before.  In my next iteration of the class, I
will be changing textbooks to one that features
photographs instead of only line drawings to see if further
gains can be reached.


Subjective:
The students were given a lab project and asked to separate
human from non human bone after being given a hands on
project to clean and identify the remains of 27 individuals
recovered from an ancient cemetery.  Some of the remains
were comingled with animal remains.


Discussion:
 I had hypothesized that the cleaning of remains would
require fine attention to morphological detail that would
result in better retention and identification of morphology.
This method replaced flash cards and articulated remains.


 (06/13/2013)


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - SLO 1.
Objective:
The bones of the hand of a human
were displayed and a matching
question was used. (38-47)  This
question was given at the midterm
and then again at the final.  During
the final, a non human “hand” was
also used to determine which bones
were human (73-75).  81%
responded correctly.


Question 38-47 n Correct
Percentage of students


Midterm 36 19 53
Final 34 29 85


Interpretation:
In the previous assessment of this
course (In 2011), The learning gain
was not as significant.  I changed the
way the hand was taught to include
physical objects rather than
drawings and this time, I separated
the components of the hand to
make sure that the bones were
learned individually.


SLO 2 - Apply basic techniques for the
recovery and analysis of human
remains.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Spring 2013)
Benchmark Met: N/A
Question 1 n Correct Percentage of
students
Midterm 36 22 61
Final 34 33 97


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - SLO 2:
Objective:
Match the evidence type to its
classification
a. Verbal Evidence c.


Direct Evidence
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made


Question 2 n Correct Percentage of
students
Midterm 36 30 83
Final 34 31 91


Question 3 n Correct Percentage of
students
Midterm 36 12 33
Final 34 27 79


While gains were reached on all questions, I am still
concerned at the relatively low level of gains reached on
Question 3.  Clearly, more instructional time is needed on
that question.  I am considering having them produce a
more rigorous mock report as their final project to
underscore the point.


Subjective:


We set up a mock crime scene and considered the
recording for context as a legal document.  After the report
was submitted, I gave them back the remains and asked
them to put them back where they found them according to
the information on their reports.  Immediately, it became
clear to them that their reports were insufficient and what
would be required to actually perform this task.  No
secondary assessment was conducted.


Closing the loop:
The next time this course is given, a follow up assignment
will be given to measure the subjective gains of their
knowledge after it has been tested.
 (06/13/2013)


b. Physical Evidence d.
Indirect Evidence


____ 23. Proves
something by inference or deduction
(also called circumstantial)


____ 24. Tangible
evidence that can be substantial or
trace.


____ 25. Oral or written
testimony form a witness about his
or her own observation or
knowledge.


____ 26. Capable of
proving something on its own and
needs no further interpretation.


When recovering skeletal material
and evidence, your goal is to
connect:
a. The victim to the suspect


d. The scene to the
object
b. The suspect to the scene


e. All of the above
c. The victim to the object


The difference between
Frye and Daubert rulings  is that:
a. Frye determines if the
testimony is that of an expert, while
Daubert allows for new science to be
admitted, provided the research was
performed according to proper
scientific method.
b. Daubert determines if the
testimony is that of an expert, while
Frye allows for new science to be
admitted, provided the research was
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
performed according to proper
scientific method.
c. There is no difference as
they both fall under the FRE (Federal
Rules of Evidence)
d. Frye is no longer used.
e. Daubert is no longer used.


SLO 3 - Apply objective and subjective
techniques to the analysis of human
bones to determine age, sex,
ancestry, and stature.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Spring 2013)
Benchmark Met: N/A


Question 1 n Correct Percentage of
students
Midterm 36 35 97
Final 34 33 97


Question 2 n Correct Percentage of
students
Midterm 36 28 78
Final 34 29 85


Question 3 n Correct Percentage of
students
Midterm 36 21 58
Final 34 29 85


They showed no change in the first question as they had
already learned that material by the midterm, the only
fluctuation between Question 1 and question 2 was level of
difficulty.  I do not think these numbers are significant, nor
do I think we learned anything about their learning gains
from those two questions because of the timing of the
exams.
Question 3 was surprising because they had already learned
this material by the time of the midterm but did far better
on the final.  I considered this question much easier than
the previous two and, in order to get the previous two
questions correct, this question should be mastered first.


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - SLO 3:
This SLO is tied to SLO one but
requires interpretation of the
remains.  The exercise above also
tested this SLO but with additional
components of establishing the
minimum number of individuals, not
just through the numbers of rights
and lefts but through the
anthropometric data of each (that
was the subjective component
specifically).
Objective:  Identify specific phases
using pubis symphysis
.
    The questions above illustrate the
student’s knowledge of aging and
sexing techniques.
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
For the next iteration, I will try a pretest right after the
material is lectured on and then compare that pretest with
the midterm and final exams.  I do have them record their
impressions on that first day but I do not collect that data as
I do not want them to worry that they will be graded on
material that soon.


Subjective:


They are given fragments of remains and casts to identify
for age, sex and stature and multiple in class exercises are
performed daily to reinforce this material.  While no data is
specifically collected, I am aware of how the students are
performing these tasks as I circle the room, observing their
activities.  At the end of the day’s activities, they
anonymously place their answers on the white board and
we go through them.   Clearly, not all students can master
this material as it takes a specialized set of skills that cannot
all be taught (much like in Art), a student can either “see” it
or not.   The processes and definitions of traits are specific,
however and I do check to see if the student is applying
those techniques, whether or not they have the correct
answer.  It is my overall impression that the definition and
understanding of the techniques improve over time (that is
evidenced by the scores under the objective section) with
about 25-30% of the class understanding the techniques
when we begin instruction on the methods and much closer
to 90% when we finish.  Individuals are not evaluated at this
time, though, so it  is difficult to follow a specific student’s
learning gain.


Closing the loop:
From my previous assessments in the last iteration of the
class, I felt that more structured lecture time before the
kinetic learning began would aid in really driving home the
technique and definitions (the part they are evaluated on)
before the practical component began.   I recognized that
the class was being taught at a higher level than an intro
class and needed to be scaled back.  I also changed the
examination structure from half objective and half
practicum to 90% objective and 10% practicum.  This
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
reduced student stress levels for sure and produced better
test results.  That would suggest an achievement of higher
learning gains.  I would not say that my students from this
semester learned more than previous semesters (In fact
their working knowledge of osteology is much less but their
understanding of other components of the field is better)
but I would say that the material for the course was more
level appropriate and that they mastered that with
exceptions being notable.  The end of term scores were
much higher than they have been in the past as a whole,
with 70% passing the final exam with an 80% or better.
 (06/13/2013)


SLO 4 - Relate forensic data to
practical medicolegal applications.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Mixed Methods - SLO 4


This SLO is difficult to assess
objectively.  It required actual
applications of methods that were
theoretical before.  I set up two
mock crime scenes, one skeletal
scatter and one burial.  Again,
because the resource was limited,
the students were broken up in
groups.  They worked on their task
(either excavation or mapping) and
then switched the next day.  At the
end of the exercise, they were asked
to produce two case reports.  These
case reports were scored on a rubric:


Additionally, I asked the students to
grade each other as to participation
and grade themselves (self reported
gains).  In the self-reported gains
area, I felt that the majority of
students were fairly realistic about
their own gains but overly optimistic
about the gains of others.


Each section was worth 20 points.  If
a 4 was achieved in a section, 20
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
points were given.  If a 3, 15 points
etc.  (Each score was multiplied by
5).  Below is a scatter plot of the
distribution of total scores (the
average was 75.92).
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ANT-2:Cultural Anthropology


SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Distinguish the unique
characteristics of the discipline of
anthropology, as evidenced through
the study of subjects such as gender,
ethnicity, political and economic
systems, kinship, ritual, and belief
systems.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Instructor
FALL 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 95%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 96.36
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 87.10
Gray 37839 Online 94.86
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Changes Made: Must distinguish
between three closely related terms
better. (05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 16.67%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 20
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 32.26
Gray 37839 Online 60.72
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 86.67%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 74.55
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 83.87
Gray 37839 Online 82.15
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 91.67%


Benchmark Met: Yes


Directly related to Objective
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Mejia (37836) Face to Face 81.82
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 81.61
Gray 37839 Online 92.86
 (05/04/2015)


Directly related to Objective


Benchmark: 70%


Exam/Quiz - Pre-Post Test -
Questions were embedded in exams
and response clicker questions.


SLO 2 - Define the anthropological
concept of culture, emphasizing the
universal characteristics of culture,
the significance of culture as the
human means of adaptation, and the
processes of acquiring and
transmitting culture.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Changes Made: This one is about
reciprocity.  We have designed a
game to see if we can improve their
understanding to close the loop.
(05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Gray (37837) Face to Face 65%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 62.73
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 58.71
Gray 37839 Online 64.29
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Changes Made: This assessment
suggests that this concept still needs
tweaking.  We will add another video
to try a different delivery method.
(05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Spring 2013)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Gray (37837) Face to Face 55%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 60
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 54.84
Gray 37839 Online 57.15
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Related Documents:


Instructor
Fall 2104 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 81.67%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 87.27
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 90.32
Gray 37839 Online 100.00
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Directly related to Objective
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
Ant 2 2013-2014Directly related to Objective


Exam/Quiz - Pre-Post Test -
Questions were embedded in exams
and response clicker questions.


SLO 3 - Discuss the dynamic nature of
culture, and identify forces that lead
to culture change.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Spring 2014)


Instructor
Spring 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray 32677 Face to Face 66.67%
Mejia Face to Face 58.54
Gray 32676 Online 63.21
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Gray (37837) Face to Face 66.67%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 38.18
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 54.84
Gray 37839 Online 75
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Changes Made: Changed textbooks
(05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Fall 2013)


Aggregate 2013 Mode Correct Responses
Gray Face to Face 65.27%
Associate Faculty Face to Face 75.9
Gray Online 63.72
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Changes Made: We have reached
close to parity but we clearly need to
work on concepts of race outside of
our classification system in the US.
(05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 43.33%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 30.91
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 19.35
Gray 37839 Online 39.72
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Changes Made: We were attempting
parity between distance and face to
face which we reached but we are


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Spring 2014)


Instructor
Benchmark Met: No


Directly related to Objective
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
still working on this concept.
(05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Spring 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray 32677 Face to Face 43.35%
Mejia Face to Face 36.1
Gray 32676 Online 25.12


 (05/04/2015)


Changes Made: Changed delivery
method. (05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Fall 2013)


Gray Face to Face 43.41%
Associate Faculty Face to Face Not asked
Gray Online 41.25
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Changes Made: More emphasis on
the way anthropology is done meant
that the case study here was noted
for procedure not content so we will
need to refocus it on gender
(05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 55%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 56.36
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 64.52
Gray 37839 Online 64.29
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Changes Made: More emphasis on
the way anthropology is done meant
that the case study here was noted
for procedure not content so we will
need to refocus it on gender.
(05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Spring 2014)


Instructor
Spring 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray 32677 Face to Face 45%
Mejia Face to Face 53.56
Gray 32676 Online 44.34
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Directly related to Objective


SLO 4 - Discuss the value of
anthropological perspectives and
methods for understanding and
solving societal and cultural
problems.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Changes Made: This questions
requires incorporation of lecture and
reading and has been a historically
poor performer, falling well below
the benchmark except for the online
course in 2014 (05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Related Documents:


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 33%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 49.09
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 41.94
Gray 37839 Online 71.43%
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No
Directly related to Objective
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
Ant 2 2013-2014


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Spring 2014)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Instructor
Spring 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray 32677 Face to Face 31.13%
Mejia Face to Face 44.36
Gray 32676 Online 21
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 80%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 69.09
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 80.65
Gray 37839 Online 85.72
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Fall 2013)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Gray Face to Face 27.17%
Associate Faculty Face to Face 52.5
Gray Online 26.86
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Fall 2013)


Gray Face to Face 79%
Associate Faculty Face to Face 82.5
Gray Online 62.57
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Spring 2014)


Instructor
Spring 2014 Mode Correct Responses


Benchmark Met: Yes


Directly related to Objective
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
Gray 32677 Face to Face 79.1%
Mejia Face to Face 71.43
Gray 32676 Online 64.29
 (05/04/2015)
Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Spring 2014)


Instructor
Spring 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray 32677 Face to Face 64.68%
Mejia Face to Face 64.88
Gray 32676 Online 62.71
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 65%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 74.55
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 80.65
Gray 37839 Online 82.15
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 70%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 50.91
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 55.16
Gray 37839 Online 85.72
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Fall 2013)


Aggregate 2013 Mode Correct Responses
Gray Face to Face 40.62%
Associate Faculty Face to Face 40.29
Gray Online 31.35
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Spring 2014)


Instructor
Benchmark Met: No


Directly related to Objective
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
Spring 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray 32677 Face to Face 64%
Mejia Face to Face 63.93
Gray 32676 Online 41.36
 (05/04/2015)


Changes Made: Textbook change
(05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Fall 2013)


Aggregate 2013 Mode Correct Responses
Gray Face to Face 61.43%
Associate Faculty Face to Face Not asked
Gray Online 58.81
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Directly related to Objective


SLO 5 - Apply the methods of
anthropological research and
analysis, giving attention to the
strategies of ethnographic fieldwork
and to the significance of the
comparative approach for
formulating and testing hypotheses.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 6 - Analyze ethnographic data to
illustrate and explain cultural
integration and cross-cultural
variation, utilizing theories such as
structuralism, functionalism,
structural functionalism, Marxism,
neo-Marxism, and feminism, and
others.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Changes Made: Changed textbooks.
Loop closed. (05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Fall 2013)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Aggregate 2013 Mode Correct Responses
Gray Face to Face 73.57%
Associate Faculty Face to Face 80.29
Gray Online 68.23
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Spring 2014)


Instructor
Spring 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray 32677 Face to Face 88.78%
Mejia Face to Face 84.35
Gray 32676 Online 82.92
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Directly related to Objective
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 78.33%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 80
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 93.55
Gray 37839 Online 85.72
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Changes Made: Change textbooks.
(05/04/2015)
COR/SLO modification
recommended: No


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Spring 2013)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Aggregate 2013 Mode Correct Responses
Gray Face to Face 78.77%
Associate Faculty Face to Face 80.29
Gray Online 63.33
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Spring 2014)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Gray (37837) Face to Face 80%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 74.55
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 80.65
Gray 37839 Online 89.29
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 90%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 81.82
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 74.19
Gray 37839 Online 92.86
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: Yes


Directly related to Objective
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Semester Assessed: 2014-15 (Fall 2014)


Related Documents:
Ant 2 2013-2014


Instructor
Fall 2014 Mode Correct Responses
Gray (37837) Face to Face 66.67%
Mejia (37836) Face to Face 61.82
Mejia (37838) Face to Face 74.19
Gray 37839 Online 67.86
 (05/04/2015)


Benchmark Met: No


Directly related to Objective
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ANT-3:Prehistoric Cultures


SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Distinguish and compare the
major sites, cultures, technology,
periods, and trends in the evolution
of human culture.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Spring 2013)
Benchmark Met: N/A
A total of 43 students took the pre-test, and their scores are
as follows:
Question 1: 43 respondents, 22 correct responses –
51%
Question 2: 43 respondents, 18 correct responses –
42%
Question3: 43 respondents, 16 correct responses –
37%
Question 4: 43 respondents, 14 correct responses –
33%
Questions 5: 43 respondents, 15 correct responses -
35%
The questions posed in the pre-test were incorporated into
either the mid-term exam or the final exam based on when
in the course of the semester the material was covered. My
final exams are not entirely cumulative, so I chose not to try
to force questions from the first half of the class into an
exam at the end of the semester for the sake of SLO
assessment.
A total of 42 students participated in the post-test for
questions 1, 2 and 3, given in the mid-term. A total of 24
students participated in the post-test  for questions 2, 4 and
5, which were given in the final exam. The scores for the
class were as follows:
Question 1: 42 respondents, 33 correct responses –
78%
Question 2: 42 respondents, 37 correct responses –
88%
Question 3: 42 respondents, 29 correct responses -
69%
Question 4: 24 respondents, 16 correct responses -
66%
Question 5: 24 respondents, 17 correct responses –
71%
Improvements from pre-test to post-test are as follows:
Question 1: 51 to 78%, an improvement of 27%
Question 2: 42% to 88%, an improvement of 46%


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
student knowledge of subject
material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The specific SLOs
that the questions address were
indicated in parentheses after the
questions.
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made


Related Documents:
ANT-3 Assessment Norco College.docx


Question 3: 37% to 69%, an improvement of 32%
Question 4: 33% to 66%, an improvement of 33%
Question 5: 35% to 71%, an improvement of 36%


Although significant improvements were made in SLO
understanding across the board, question #2 showed the
most improvement. We talked about Jared Diamond’s
theory at length in class, and saw an entire movie on his
theory. The multiple exposures to this material likely
contributed to the increase. The least amount of
improvement was seen in question #1. Question #1 asks
about traits for a specific culture, which students often have
a hard time grasping. I’m not surprised that this question
had the least amount of improvement, and is
representative of previous ANT-3 classes.
 (06/13/2013)


SLO 2 - Analyze archaeological
evidence in order to formulate
interpretations about the nature of
past human lifeways and culture
change.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Spring 2013)
Benchmark Met: N/A
A total of 43 students took the pre-test, and their scores are
as follows:
Question 1: 43 respondents, 22 correct responses –
51%
Question 2: 43 respondents, 18 correct responses –
42%
Question3: 43 respondents, 16 correct responses –
37%
Question 4: 43 respondents, 14 correct responses –
33%
Questions 5: 43 respondents, 15 correct responses -
35%
The questions posed in the pre-test were incorporated into
either the mid-term exam or the final exam based on when
in the course of the semester the material was covered. My
final exams are not entirely cumulative, so I chose not to try
to force questions from the first half of the class into an
exam at the end of the semester for the sake of SLO
assessment.
A total of 42 students participated in the post-test for


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
student knowledge of subject
material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The specific SLOs
that the questions address were
indicated in parentheses after the
questions.
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
questions 1, 2 and 3, given in the mid-term. A total of 24
students participated in the post-test  for questions 2, 4 and
5, which were given in the final exam. The scores for the
class were as follows:
Question 1: 42 respondents, 33 correct responses –
78%
Question 2: 42 respondents, 37 correct responses –
88%
Question 3: 42 respondents, 29 correct responses -
69%
Question 4: 24 respondents, 16 correct responses -
66%
Question 5: 24 respondents, 17 correct responses –
71%
Improvements from pre-test to post-test are as follows:
Question 1: 51 to 78%, an improvement of 27%
Question 2: 42% to 88%, an improvement of 46%
Question 3: 37% to 69%, an improvement of 32%
Question 4: 33% to 66%, an improvement of 33%
Question 5: 35% to 71%, an improvement of 36%


Although significant improvements were made in SLO
understanding across the board, question #2 showed the
most improvement. We talked about Jared Diamond’s
theory at length in class, and saw an entire movie on his
theory. The multiple exposures to this material likely
contributed to the increase. The least amount of
improvement was seen in question #1. Question #1 asks
about traits for a specific culture, which students often have
a hard time grasping. I’m not surprised that this question
had the least amount of improvement, and is
representative of previous ANT-3 classes.
 (06/13/2013)


SLO 3 - Explain major transitions and
their effects on the development of
human society in the light of current
archaeological data and theory.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Spring 2013)
Benchmark Met: N/A
A total of 43 students took the pre-test, and their scores are
as follows:
Question 1: 43 respondents, 22 correct responses –
51%
Question 2: 43 respondents, 18 correct responses –


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
student knowledge of subject
material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The specific SLOs
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
42%
Question3: 43 respondents, 16 correct responses –
37%
Question 4: 43 respondents, 14 correct responses –
33%
Questions 5: 43 respondents, 15 correct responses -
35%
The questions posed in the pre-test were incorporated into
either the mid-term exam or the final exam based on when
in the course of the semester the material was covered. My
final exams are not entirely cumulative, so I chose not to try
to force questions from the first half of the class into an
exam at the end of the semester for the sake of SLO
assessment.
A total of 42 students participated in the post-test for
questions 1, 2 and 3, given in the mid-term. A total of 24
students participated in the post-test  for questions 2, 4 and
5, which were given in the final exam. The scores for the
class were as follows:
Question 1: 42 respondents, 33 correct responses –
78%
Question 2: 42 respondents, 37 correct responses –
88%
Question 3: 42 respondents, 29 correct responses -
69%
Question 4: 24 respondents, 16 correct responses -
66%
Question 5: 24 respondents, 17 correct responses –
71%
Improvements from pre-test to post-test are as follows:
Question 1: 51 to 78%, an improvement of 27%
Question 2: 42% to 88%, an improvement of 46%
Question 3: 37% to 69%, an improvement of 32%
Question 4: 33% to 66%, an improvement of 33%
Question 5: 35% to 71%, an improvement of 36%


Although significant improvements were made in SLO
understanding across the board, question #2 showed the
most improvement. We talked about Jared Diamond’s
theory at length in class, and saw an entire movie on his
theory. The multiple exposures to this material likely


that the questions address were
indicated in parentheses after the
questions.
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
contributed to the increase. The least amount of
improvement was seen in question #1. Question #1 asks
about traits for a specific culture, which students often have
a hard time grasping. I’m not surprised that this question
had the least amount of improvement, and is
representative of previous ANT-3 classes.
 (02/08/2016)


SLO 4 - Compare cultural sequences
from different regions of the world in
order to assess explanations of
cultural evolution.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Spring 2013)
Benchmark Met: N/A
A total of 43 students took the pre-test, and their scores are
as follows:
Question 1: 43 respondents, 22 correct responses –
51%
Question 2: 43 respondents, 18 correct responses –
42%
Question3: 43 respondents, 16 correct responses –
37%
Question 4: 43 respondents, 14 correct responses –
33%
Questions 5: 43 respondents, 15 correct responses -
35%
The questions posed in the pre-test were incorporated into
either the mid-term exam or the final exam based on when
in the course of the semester the material was covered. My
final exams are not entirely cumulative, so I chose not to try
to force questions from the first half of the class into an
exam at the end of the semester for the sake of SLO
assessment.
A total of 42 students participated in the post-test for
questions 1, 2 and 3, given in the mid-term. A total of 24
students participated in the post-test  for questions 2, 4 and
5, which were given in the final exam. The scores for the
class were as follows:
Question 1: 42 respondents, 33 correct responses –
78%
Question 2: 42 respondents, 37 correct responses –
88%
Question 3: 42 respondents, 29 correct responses -
69%
Question 4: 24 respondents, 16 correct responses -


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
student knowledge of subject
material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The specific SLOs
that the questions address were
indicated in parentheses after the
questions.
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66%
Question 5: 24 respondents, 17 correct responses –
71%
Improvements from pre-test to post-test are as follows:
Question 1: 51 to 78%, an improvement of 27%
Question 2: 42% to 88%, an improvement of 46%
Question 3: 37% to 69%, an improvement of 32%
Question 4: 33% to 66%, an improvement of 33%
Question 5: 35% to 71%, an improvement of 36%


Although significant improvements were made in SLO
understanding across the board, question #2 showed the
most improvement. We talked about Jared Diamond’s
theory at length in class, and saw an entire movie on his
theory. The multiple exposures to this material likely
contributed to the increase. The least amount of
improvement was seen in question #1. Question #1 asks
about traits for a specific culture, which students often have
a hard time grasping. I’m not surprised that this question
had the least amount of improvement, and is
representative of previous ANT-3 classes.
 (06/13/2013)


SLO 5 - Discuss the value of
archaeological methods and
perspectives for elucidating the range
of cultural diversity of the past, and
for recovering the traditional
knowledge and technology of
prehistoric societies.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Spring 2013)
Benchmark Met: N/A
A total of 43 students took the pre-test, and their scores are
as follows:
Question 1: 43 respondents, 22 correct responses –
51%
Question 2: 43 respondents, 18 correct responses –
42%
Question3: 43 respondents, 16 correct responses –
37%
Question 4: 43 respondents, 14 correct responses –
33%
Questions 5: 43 respondents, 15 correct responses -
35%
The questions posed in the pre-test were incorporated into
either the mid-term exam or the final exam based on when
in the course of the semester the material was covered. My
final exams are not entirely cumulative, so I chose not to try


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
student knowledge of subject
material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The specific SLOs
that the questions address were
indicated in parentheses after the
questions.
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
to force questions from the first half of the class into an
exam at the end of the semester for the sake of SLO
assessment.
A total of 42 students participated in the post-test for
questions 1, 2 and 3, given in the mid-term. A total of 24
students participated in the post-test  for questions 2, 4 and
5, which were given in the final exam. The scores for the
class were as follows:
Question 1: 42 respondents, 33 correct responses –
78%
Question 2: 42 respondents, 37 correct responses –
88%
Question 3: 42 respondents, 29 correct responses -
69%
Question 4: 24 respondents, 16 correct responses -
66%
Question 5: 24 respondents, 17 correct responses –
71%
Improvements from pre-test to post-test are as follows:
Question 1: 51 to 78%, an improvement of 27%
Question 2: 42% to 88%, an improvement of 46%
Question 3: 37% to 69%, an improvement of 32%
Question 4: 33% to 66%, an improvement of 33%
Question 5: 35% to 71%, an improvement of 36%


Although significant improvements were made in SLO
understanding across the board, question #2 showed the
most improvement. We talked about Jared Diamond’s
theory at length in class, and saw an entire movie on his
theory. The multiple exposures to this material likely
contributed to the increase. The least amount of
improvement was seen in question #1. Question #1 asks
about traits for a specific culture, which students often have
a hard time grasping. I’m not surprised that this question
had the least amount of improvement, and is
representative of previous ANT-3 classes.
 (06/13/2016)


SLO 6 - Assess current debates in the
interpretation of human prehistory.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013
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ANT-4:Native American Cultures


SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Identify the major sites,
cultures, periods and trends in the
development of Native American
culture.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2013-14 (Spring 2014)
Benchmark Met: N/A
Results by question:
During Middle Period Plateau culture, people shift to a
more sedentary lifestyle. Evidence for this includes:
A.    An increase in warfare resulting in the creation of large
territories under the rule of Chiefs
B.    The use of pithouses, which were dug into the earth
and then covered with wood
C.    Increasingly large trade networks that eventually
stretched all the way into S. America
D.    The development of the first monotheistic (one god)
culture in N. America
E.    All of the above
(answer is B)


Number of Students Number of Correct
Answers %
Pre Test 56 22 39.29%
Post Test 48 39 81.25%


 When comparing the Pleistocene to the Holocene, which of
the following statement(s) is/are true?
A.    During the Pleistocene, global sea levels were much
higher
B.    During the Holocene, variation in global temperature
was much greater
C.    During the Holocene, hunter-gatherer diets focused less
on megafauna and more on gathered plants and smaller
animals
D.    During the Holocene, people were more likely to be
fully nomadic, covering large amounts of land in search for
food
E.    During the Holocene, people revisited coastal sites
abandoned by Pleistocene hunters and lived there
(answer is C)


Number of Students Number of Correct


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - Results by question:
During Middle Period Plateau
culture, people shift to a more
sedentary lifestyle. Evidence for this
includes:
A.    An increase in warfare resulting
in the creation of large territories
under the rule of Chiefs
B.    The use of pithouses, which
were dug into the earth and then
covered with wood
C.    Increasingly large trade
networks that eventually stretched
all the way into S. America
D.    The development of the first
monotheistic (one god) culture in N.
America
E.    All of the above
(answer is B)


 When comparing the Pleistocene to
the Holocene, which of the following
statement(s) is/are true?
A.    During the Pleistocene, global
sea levels were much higher
B.    During the Holocene, variation
in global temperature was much
greater
C.    During the Holocene, hunter-
gatherer diets focused less on
megafauna and more on gathered
plants and smaller animals
D.    During the Holocene, people
were more likely to be fully nomadic,
covering large amounts of land in
search for food
E.    During the Holocene, people
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Answers +/- %
Pre Test 56 11 19.64%
Post Test 48 42 87.5%


 (02/08/2016)


Semester Assessed: 2011-12 (Spring 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
Results by question:
During Middle Period Plateau culture, people shift to a
more sedentary lifestyle. Evidence for this includes:
A.    An increase in warfare resulting in the creation of large
territories under the rule of Chiefs
B.    The use of pithouses, which were dug into the earth
and then covered with wood
C.    Increasingly large trade networks that eventually
stretched all the way into S. America
D.    The development of the first monotheistic (one god)
culture in N. America
E.    All of the above
(answer is B)


Number of Students Number of Correct
Answers %
Pre Test 56 22 39.29%
Post Test 48 39 81.25%


 When comparing the Pleistocene to the Holocene, which of
the following statement(s) is/are true?
A.    During the Pleistocene, global sea levels were much
higher
B.    During the Holocene, variation in global temperature
was much greater
C.    During the Holocene, hunter-gatherer diets focused less
on megafauna and more on gathered plants and smaller
animals
D.    During the Holocene, people were more likely to be
fully nomadic, covering large amounts of land in search for
food
E.    During the Holocene, people revisited coastal sites
abandoned by Pleistocene hunters and lived there
(answer is C)


revisited coastal sites abandoned by
Pleistocene hunters and lived there
(answer is C)
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Number of Students Number of Correct
Answers +/- %
Pre Test 56 11 19.64%
Post Test 48 42 87.5%


 (02/08/2012)


SLO 2 - Examine evidence and
evaluate current interpretations
about the nature of past human
lifeways and culture change.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2011-12 (Spring 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
Results by question:
During Middle Period Plateau culture, people shift to a
more sedentary lifestyle. Evidence for this includes:
A.    An increase in warfare resulting in the creation of large
territories under the rule of Chiefs
B.    The use of pithouses, which were dug into the earth
and then covered with wood
C.    Increasingly large trade networks that eventually
stretched all the way into S. America
D.    The development of the first monotheistic (one god)
culture in N. America
E.    All of the above
(answer is B)


Number of Students Number of Correct
Answers %
Pre Test 56 22 39.29%
Post Test 48 39 81.25%


 When comparing the Pleistocene to the Holocene, which of
the following statement(s) is/are true?
A.    During the Pleistocene, global sea levels were much
higher
B.    During the Holocene, variation in global temperature
was much greater
C.    During the Holocene, hunter-gatherer diets focused less
on megafauna and more on gathered plants and smaller
animals
D.    During the Holocene, people were more likely to be


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - Results by question:
During Middle Period Plateau
culture, people shift to a more
sedentary lifestyle. Evidence for this
includes:
A.    An increase in warfare resulting
in the creation of large territories
under the rule of Chiefs
B.    The use of pithouses, which
were dug into the earth and then
covered with wood
C.    Increasingly large trade
networks that eventually stretched
all the way into S. America
D.    The development of the first
monotheistic (one god) culture in N.
America
E.    All of the above
(answer is B)


 When comparing the Pleistocene to
the Holocene, which of the following
statement(s) is/are true?
A.    During the Pleistocene, global
sea levels were much higher
B.    During the Holocene, variation
in global temperature was much
greater
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fully nomadic, covering large amounts of land in search for
food
E.    During the Holocene, people revisited coastal sites
abandoned by Pleistocene hunters and lived there
(answer is C)


Number of Students Number of Correct
Answers +/- %
Pre Test 56 11 19.64%
Post Test 48 42 87.5%


 (02/08/2012)


C.    During the Holocene, hunter-
gatherer diets focused less on
megafauna and more on gathered
plants and smaller animals
D.    During the Holocene, people
were more likely to be fully nomadic,
covering large amounts of land in
search for food
E.    During the Holocene, people
revisited coastal sites abandoned by
Pleistocene hunters and lived there
(answer is C)


SLO 3 - Compare and assess the
current debates in the interpretation
of Native American artistic, religious,
and historical traditions.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 4 - Identify the accomplishments
and contributions to the modern
world of Native American cultures in
the fields of mathematics, science,
astronomy, medicine, agriculture,
religion, and social institutions.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 5 - Recognize the rich heritage of
Native American indigenous culture,
correcting the many misconceptions
about these cultures.
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SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013
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ANT-5:Cultures of Ancient Mexico


SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Distinguish and compare the
diversity of cultures and the major
sites, periods, and trends in the
development of ancient Mexican
civilization.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 2 - Integrating evidence from
archaeology, ethnology, and
ethnohistoric documents.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 3 - Distinguish basic
characteristics of indigenous writing
and calendar systems and relate them
to ancient Mexican religious and
political ideology.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 4 - Distinguish and compare
major artistic styles, belief systems,
and indigenous concepts
characteristic of the ancient Mexican
people.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 5 - Integrate archaeological and
ethnohistoric methods in uncovering
the range of cultural diversity of
ancient Mexico and the contributions
of the ancient peoples to the modern
world.
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SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 6 - Assess current debates in the
interpretation of ancient Mexican
artistic, religious, and historical
traditions.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013
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ANT-6:Introduction to Archaeology


SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Distinguish the basic goals,
concepts, and methods of
anthropological archaeology.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Fall 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
A total of 53 students participated in the pre-test. The
scores for the class were as follows:
Question 1: 53 respondents, 21 correct responses –
36.6%
Question 2: 53 respondents, 12 correct responses –
22.6%
Question 3: 53 respondents, 23 correct responses –
43.4%
Question 4: 52 respondents, 20 correct responses
(one student left this question blank) – 38.5%
Question 5: 53 respondents, 16 correct responses –
30.2%
These initial success rates are a bit higher than I would have
expected, but this is probably due to a significant number of
returning students who have taken a class from me before.
Some of the material included in these questions is at least
mentioned in other classes. Returning students may also
have greater success due to familiarity with my style of
questions, having seen a lot of them in previous classes with
me.


The questions posed in the pre-test were incorporated into
either the mid-term exam or the final exam based on when
in the course of the semester the material was covered. My
final exams are not entirely cumulative, so I chose not to try
to force questions from the first half of the class into an
exam at the end of the semester for the sake of SLO
assessment.
A total of 44 students participated in the post-test for
questions 1 and 3, given in the mid-term. A total of 41
students participated in the post-test  for questions 2, 4 and
5, which were given in the final exam. The scores for the
class were as follows:
Question 1: 44 respondents, 31 correct responses –
70.5%
Question 2: 41 respondents, 38 correct responses –
92.7%


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
student knowledge of subject
material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The multiple choice
questions are below. The specific
SLOs that the questions address are
indicated in parentheses.
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Question 3: 44 respondents, 37 correct responses -
84.1%
Question 4: 41 respondents, 27 correct responses -
65.9%
Question 5: 41 respondents, 33 correct responses –
80.5%


Improvements from pre-test to post-test are as follows:
Question 1: 36.6% to 70.5%, an improvement of
33.9%
Question 2: 22.6% to 84.1%, an improvement of
61.5%
Question 3: 43.4% to 92.7%, an improvement of
49.3%
Question 4: 38.5% to 65.9%, an improvement of
27.4%
Question 5: 30.2% to 80.5%, an improvement of
50.3%


Although significant improvements were made in SLO
understanding across the board, Question 2 testing
knowledge of SLO 6 showed the most improvement. This is
likely due to the use of a video showing the destruction of
the Buddhas at Bamiyan to reinforce the material. Many
students were shocked by the destruction of the landmarks
in the video, which likely improved retention of the
material.
The smallest increase was seen in Question 4, which
assesses knowledge of SLO 2. This question is fairly specific
in nature, and requires students to remember specific
information that was used to illustrate broader themes in
the class. Students sometimes tune out information that is
this specific, or fail to recognize how it illustrates broader
concepts and subsequently ignore it when reviewing for
exams.
 (12/13/2012)


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
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student knowledge of subject
material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The multiple choice
questions are below. The specific
SLOs that the questions address are
indicated in parentheses.


SLO 2 - Apply basic archaeological
fieldwork, analytical, and dating
techniques in appropriate situations.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Fall 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
A total of 53 students participated in the pre-test. The
scores for the class were as follows:
Question 1: 53 respondents, 21 correct responses –
36.6%
Question 2: 53 respondents, 12 correct responses –
22.6%
Question 3: 53 respondents, 23 correct responses –
43.4%
Question 4: 52 respondents, 20 correct responses
(one student left this question blank) – 38.5%
Question 5: 53 respondents, 16 correct responses –
30.2%
These initial success rates are a bit higher than I would have
expected, but this is probably due to a significant number of
returning students who have taken a class from me before.
Some of the material included in these questions is at least
mentioned in other classes. Returning students may also
have greater success due to familiarity with my style of
questions, having seen a lot of them in previous classes with
me.


The questions posed in the pre-test were incorporated into
either the mid-term exam or the final exam based on when
in the course of the semester the material was covered. My
final exams are not entirely cumulative, so I chose not to try
to force questions from the first half of the class into an
exam at the end of the semester for the sake of SLO
assessment.
A total of 44 students participated in the post-test for
questions 1 and 3, given in the mid-term. A total of 41
students participated in the post-test  for questions 2, 4 and
5, which were given in the final exam. The scores for the


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
student knowledge of subject
material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The multiple choice
questions are below. The specific
SLOs that the questions address are
indicated in parentheses.
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class were as follows:
Question 1: 44 respondents, 31 correct responses –
70.5%
Question 2: 41 respondents, 38 correct responses –
92.7%
Question 3: 44 respondents, 37 correct responses -
84.1%
Question 4: 41 respondents, 27 correct responses -
65.9%
Question 5: 41 respondents, 33 correct responses –
80.5%


Improvements from pre-test to post-test are as follows:
Question 1: 36.6% to 70.5%, an improvement of
33.9%
Question 2: 22.6% to 84.1%, an improvement of
61.5%
Question 3: 43.4% to 92.7%, an improvement of
49.3%
Question 4: 38.5% to 65.9%, an improvement of
27.4%
Question 5: 30.2% to 80.5%, an improvement of
50.3%


Although significant improvements were made in SLO
understanding across the board, Question 2 testing
knowledge of SLO 6 showed the most improvement. This is
likely due to the use of a video showing the destruction of
the Buddhas at Bamiyan to reinforce the material. Many
students were shocked by the destruction of the landmarks
in the video, which likely improved retention of the
material.
The smallest increase was seen in Question 4, which
assesses knowledge of SLO 2. This question is fairly specific
in nature, and requires students to remember specific
information that was used to illustrate broader themes in
the class. Students sometimes tune out information that is
this specific, or fail to recognize how it illustrates broader
concepts and subsequently ignore it when reviewing for
exams.
 (12/13/2012)
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SLO 3 - Analyze characteristics of
ancient sites using archaeological
methodology, emphasizing the
importance of careful observation
and the explication of context.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Fall 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
A total of 53 students participated in the pre-test. The
scores for the class were as follows:
Question 1: 53 respondents, 21 correct responses –
36.6%
Question 2: 53 respondents, 12 correct responses –
22.6%
Question 3: 53 respondents, 23 correct responses –
43.4%
Question 4: 52 respondents, 20 correct responses
(one student left this question blank) – 38.5%
Question 5: 53 respondents, 16 correct responses –
30.2%
These initial success rates are a bit higher than I would have
expected, but this is probably due to a significant number of
returning students who have taken a class from me before.
Some of the material included in these questions is at least
mentioned in other classes. Returning students may also
have greater success due to familiarity with my style of
questions, having seen a lot of them in previous classes with
me.


The questions posed in the pre-test were incorporated into
either the mid-term exam or the final exam based on when
in the course of the semester the material was covered. My
final exams are not entirely cumulative, so I chose not to try
to force questions from the first half of the class into an
exam at the end of the semester for the sake of SLO
assessment.
A total of 44 students participated in the post-test for
questions 1 and 3, given in the mid-term. A total of 41
students participated in the post-test  for questions 2, 4 and
5, which were given in the final exam. The scores for the
class were as follows:
Question 1: 44 respondents, 31 correct responses –
70.5%
Question 2: 41 respondents, 38 correct responses –
92.7%
Question 3: 44 respondents, 37 correct responses -
84.1%


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
student knowledge of subject
material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The multiple choice
questions are below. The specific
SLOs that the questions address are
indicated in parentheses.
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Question 4: 41 respondents, 27 correct responses -
65.9%
Question 5: 41 respondents, 33 correct responses –
80.5%


Improvements from pre-test to post-test are as follows:
Question 1: 36.6% to 70.5%, an improvement of
33.9%
Question 2: 22.6% to 84.1%, an improvement of
61.5%
Question 3: 43.4% to 92.7%, an improvement of
49.3%
Question 4: 38.5% to 65.9%, an improvement of
27.4%
Question 5: 30.2% to 80.5%, an improvement of
50.3%


Although significant improvements were made in SLO
understanding across the board, Question 2 testing
knowledge of SLO 6 showed the most improvement. This is
likely due to the use of a video showing the destruction of
the Buddhas at Bamiyan to reinforce the material. Many
students were shocked by the destruction of the landmarks
in the video, which likely improved retention of the
material.
The smallest increase was seen in Question 4, which
assesses knowledge of SLO 2. This question is fairly specific
in nature, and requires students to remember specific
information that was used to illustrate broader themes in
the class. Students sometimes tune out information that is
this specific, or fail to recognize how it illustrates broader
concepts and subsequently ignore it when reviewing for
exams.
 (12/13/2012)


SLO 4 - Construct reasonable
inferences from evidence about the
characteristics of ancient society by
integrating the data, methods, and
interpretive frameworks of modern
scientific archaeology.


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Fall 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
A total of 53 students participated in the pre-test. The
scores for the class were as follows:
Question 1: 53 respondents, 21 correct responses –
36.6%


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
student knowledge of subject
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SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Question 2: 53 respondents, 12 correct responses –
22.6%
Question 3: 53 respondents, 23 correct responses –
43.4%
Question 4: 52 respondents, 20 correct responses
(one student left this question blank) – 38.5%
Question 5: 53 respondents, 16 correct responses –
30.2%
These initial success rates are a bit higher than I would have
expected, but this is probably due to a significant number of
returning students who have taken a class from me before.
Some of the material included in these questions is at least
mentioned in other classes. Returning students may also
have greater success due to familiarity with my style of
questions, having seen a lot of them in previous classes with
me.


The questions posed in the pre-test were incorporated into
either the mid-term exam or the final exam based on when
in the course of the semester the material was covered. My
final exams are not entirely cumulative, so I chose not to try
to force questions from the first half of the class into an
exam at the end of the semester for the sake of SLO
assessment.
A total of 44 students participated in the post-test for
questions 1 and 3, given in the mid-term. A total of 41
students participated in the post-test  for questions 2, 4 and
5, which were given in the final exam. The scores for the
class were as follows:
Question 1: 44 respondents, 31 correct responses –
70.5%
Question 2: 41 respondents, 38 correct responses –
92.7%
Question 3: 44 respondents, 37 correct responses -
84.1%
Question 4: 41 respondents, 27 correct responses -
65.9%
Question 5: 41 respondents, 33 correct responses –
80.5%


Improvements from pre-test to post-test are as follows:


material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The multiple choice
questions are below. The specific
SLOs that the questions address are
indicated in parentheses.
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Question 1: 36.6% to 70.5%, an improvement of
33.9%
Question 2: 22.6% to 84.1%, an improvement of
61.5%
Question 3: 43.4% to 92.7%, an improvement of
49.3%
Question 4: 38.5% to 65.9%, an improvement of
27.4%
Question 5: 30.2% to 80.5%, an improvement of
50.3%


Although significant improvements were made in SLO
understanding across the board, Question 2 testing
knowledge of SLO 6 showed the most improvement. This is
likely due to the use of a video showing the destruction of
the Buddhas at Bamiyan to reinforce the material. Many
students were shocked by the destruction of the landmarks
in the video, which likely improved retention of the
material.
The smallest increase was seen in Question 4, which
assesses knowledge of SLO 2. This question is fairly specific
in nature, and requires students to remember specific
information that was used to illustrate broader themes in
the class. Students sometimes tune out information that is
this specific, or fail to recognize how it illustrates broader
concepts and subsequently ignore it when reviewing for
exams.
 (12/13/2012)


SLO 5 - Discuss the value of
archaeological methods and
perspectives in elucidating the range
of human cultural diversity of the
past, recovering lost cultures and
traditional knowledge and
technology, including the significance
of the perspectives of native peoples
and descendent populations.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Fall 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
A total of 53 students participated in the pre-test. The
scores for the class were as follows:
Question 1: 53 respondents, 21 correct responses –
36.6%
Question 2: 53 respondents, 12 correct responses –
22.6%
Question 3: 53 respondents, 23 correct responses –
43.4%
Question 4: 52 respondents, 20 correct responses
(one student left this question blank) – 38.5%


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
student knowledge of subject
material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The multiple choice
questions are below. The specific
SLOs that the questions address are
indicated in parentheses.
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Question 5: 53 respondents, 16 correct responses –
30.2%
These initial success rates are a bit higher than I would have
expected, but this is probably due to a significant number of
returning students who have taken a class from me before.
Some of the material included in these questions is at least
mentioned in other classes. Returning students may also
have greater success due to familiarity with my style of
questions, having seen a lot of them in previous classes with
me.


The questions posed in the pre-test were incorporated into
either the mid-term exam or the final exam based on when
in the course of the semester the material was covered. My
final exams are not entirely cumulative, so I chose not to try
to force questions from the first half of the class into an
exam at the end of the semester for the sake of SLO
assessment.
A total of 44 students participated in the post-test for
questions 1 and 3, given in the mid-term. A total of 41
students participated in the post-test  for questions 2, 4 and
5, which were given in the final exam. The scores for the
class were as follows:
Question 1: 44 respondents, 31 correct responses –
70.5%
Question 2: 41 respondents, 38 correct responses –
92.7%
Question 3: 44 respondents, 37 correct responses -
84.1%
Question 4: 41 respondents, 27 correct responses -
65.9%
Question 5: 41 respondents, 33 correct responses –
80.5%


Improvements from pre-test to post-test are as follows:
Question 1: 36.6% to 70.5%, an improvement of
33.9%
Question 2: 22.6% to 84.1%, an improvement of
61.5%
Question 3: 43.4% to 92.7%, an improvement of
49.3%
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Question 4: 38.5% to 65.9%, an improvement of
27.4%
Question 5: 30.2% to 80.5%, an improvement of
50.3%


Although significant improvements were made in SLO
understanding across the board, Question 2 testing
knowledge of SLO 6 showed the most improvement. This is
likely due to the use of a video showing the destruction of
the Buddhas at Bamiyan to reinforce the material. Many
students were shocked by the destruction of the landmarks
in the video, which likely improved retention of the
material.
The smallest increase was seen in Question 4, which
assesses knowledge of SLO 2. This question is fairly specific
in nature, and requires students to remember specific
information that was used to illustrate broader themes in
the class. Students sometimes tune out information that is
this specific, or fail to recognize how it illustrates broader
concepts and subsequently ignore it when reviewing for
exams.
 (12/13/2012)


SLO 6 - Assess major theoretical and
ethical debates in modern
archaeology.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Fall 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
A total of 53 students participated in the pre-test. The
scores for the class were as follows:
Question 1: 53 respondents, 21 correct responses –
36.6%
Question 2: 53 respondents, 12 correct responses –
22.6%
Question 3: 53 respondents, 23 correct responses –
43.4%
Question 4: 52 respondents, 20 correct responses
(one student left this question blank) – 38.5%
Question 5: 53 respondents, 16 correct responses –
30.2%
These initial success rates are a bit higher than I would have
expected, but this is probably due to a significant number of
returning students who have taken a class from me before.
Some of the material included in these questions is at least


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - In the second week of
the course, students were given a
pre-test of 5 multiple choice
questions, each of which assessed
student knowledge of subject
material prior to exposure to the
material in class. The multiple choice
questions are below. The specific
SLOs that the questions address are
indicated in parentheses.
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mentioned in other classes. Returning students may also
have greater success due to familiarity with my style of
questions, having seen a lot of them in previous classes with
me.


The questions posed in the pre-test were incorporated into
either the mid-term exam or the final exam based on when
in the course of the semester the material was covered. My
final exams are not entirely cumulative, so I chose not to try
to force questions from the first half of the class into an
exam at the end of the semester for the sake of SLO
assessment.
A total of 44 students participated in the post-test for
questions 1 and 3, given in the mid-term. A total of 41
students participated in the post-test  for questions 2, 4 and
5, which were given in the final exam. The scores for the
class were as follows:
Question 1: 44 respondents, 31 correct responses –
70.5%
Question 2: 41 respondents, 38 correct responses –
92.7%
Question 3: 44 respondents, 37 correct responses -
84.1%
Question 4: 41 respondents, 27 correct responses -
65.9%
Question 5: 41 respondents, 33 correct responses –
80.5%


Improvements from pre-test to post-test are as follows:
Question 1: 36.6% to 70.5%, an improvement of
33.9%
Question 2: 22.6% to 84.1%, an improvement of
61.5%
Question 3: 43.4% to 92.7%, an improvement of
49.3%
Question 4: 38.5% to 65.9%, an improvement of
27.4%
Question 5: 30.2% to 80.5%, an improvement of
50.3%


Although significant improvements were made in SLO
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understanding across the board, Question 2 testing
knowledge of SLO 6 showed the most improvement. This is
likely due to the use of a video showing the destruction of
the Buddhas at Bamiyan to reinforce the material. Many
students were shocked by the destruction of the landmarks
in the video, which likely improved retention of the
material.
The smallest increase was seen in Question 4, which
assesses knowledge of SLO 2. This question is fairly specific
in nature, and requires students to remember specific
information that was used to illustrate broader themes in
the class. Students sometimes tune out information that is
this specific, or fail to recognize how it illustrates broader
concepts and subsequently ignore it when reviewing for
exams.
 (12/13/2012)
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Apply the concepts and
methods of anthropology, including
the concept of culture, ethnographic
data, and a holistic perspective, to the
study of religious phenomena in
different cultures;


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 2 - Identify and assess the role of
religion in different societies and the
connections of beliefs and ritual to
other aspects of culture;


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Fall 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
After the first assessment, it became very clear that basic
skills in critical thinking as well as compliance with reading
the material and synthesizing the material was lacking (
were well below basic understanding or ability to synthesize
70% and 84% respectively).  While I recognize that this
result may be a general problem with our current students,
as the high school system does not prepare our students for
critical thinking, I also feel it was too early in the semester
to ask the second question as only one reading regarding
the material had been assigned.   I added a group project
regarding Voodoo and a final project where they had to
create their own Charismatic religion.  Having to create the
religion themselves would require that they thought all of
the components through.


Second Assesment:


Both of the questions above were included in the final
exam.


There was improvement in the post test illustrating a gain in
learning.   This assessment was the same assessment given
in the fourth week.  The 43 students remaining took the
exam.


Results:
Question 1


Exam/Quiz - Pre-Post Test - The
assessment was administered as a
pre-test, administered in the fifth
week.  It was given in the fifth week
so that some knowledge of the
material being assesed could be
expected.  The instrument used
were short answer/essay responses,
graded on a rubric.
 A score of 1-5 was given.  1 being no
competency with the material, 2
some knowledge of the material (the
ability to recite vocabulary for
example) 3 understanding (being
able to use the terms and applying it
to an example given in class), 4
above average understanding
including synthesis of ideas (applying
the concept to a new situation with
different variables) to 5 which was
mastery (original thought applied to
a new problem).  The scores were
averaged between the two
questions.  49 students were
assessed in the pre-test.  The scores
were combined after initial anaylsis
as the differences between the
scores on each question for each
student were not significant (A quick
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1 2 3 4 5 Total
2 4 13 19 5 43


n
4 9 30 44 12 100


%
Question 2
1 2 3 4 5 Total
2 4 10 23 4 43


n
4 9 23 53 9 100


%
The next time this course is taught, the emphasis will be on
more guided lecture and case studies as that seemed to
improve the learning over the two semesters.


Future Planning:


After the final assessment, the success of the change in
pedagogy was clear however, there are three SLO's that
remain to be assessed in depth (1,3, and 5).  New
instruments need to be created to allow mining of the data
regarding those SLO's.  Currently, they are being assessed
using multiple choice questions which are not adequate for
this topic.


 (12/13/2012)


and dirty Chi Square test was
perfomed and the p value was less
than .05 with df=1).
A second assesment was given at the
end of the semester to assess the
effectiveness of the change to
instuction.  The method of the
second assesment is the same as the
first.


SLO 3 - Identify common themes and
characteristics in mythology,
symbolism, and other religious
phenomena, while distinguishing
features unique to different societies;


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 4 - Integrate cross-cultural data
on witchcraft beliefs, syncretism,
revitalization movements, and cults,
and the role these play in facilitating


Semester Assessed: 2012-13 (Fall 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
After the first assessment, it became very clear that basic
skills in critical thinking as well as compliance with reading


Exam/Quiz - Pre-Post Test - The
assessment was administered as a
pre-test, administered in the fifth
week.  It was given in the fifth week
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and mediating social and political
change;


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


the material and synthesizing the material was lacking (
were well below basic understanding or ability to synthesize
70% and 84% respectively).  While I recognize that this
result may be a general problem with our current students,
as the high school system does not prepare our students for
critical thinking, I also feel it was too early in the semester
to ask the second question as only one reading regarding
the material had been assigned.   I added a group project
regarding Voodoo and a final project where they had to
create their own Charismatic religion.  Having to create the
religion themselves would require that they thought all of
the components through.


Second Assesment:


Both of the questions above were included in the final
exam.


There was improvement in the post test illustrating a gain in
learning.   This assessment was the same assessment given
in the fourth week.  The 43 students remaining took the
exam.


Results:
Question 1


1 2 3 4 5 Total
2 4 13 19 5 43


n
4 9 30 44 12 100


%
Question 2
1 2 3 4 5 Total
2 4 10 23 4 43


n
4 9 23 53 9 100


%
The next time this course is taught, the emphasis will be on
more guided lecture and case studies as that seemed to
improve the learning over the two semesters.


so that some knowledge of the
material being assesed could be
expected.  The instrument used
were short answer/essay responses,
graded on a rubric.
 A score of 1-5 was given.  1 being no
competency with the material, 2
some knowledge of the material (the
ability to recite vocabulary for
example) 3 understanding (being
able to use the terms and applying it
to an example given in class), 4
above average understanding
including synthesis of ideas (applying
the concept to a new situation with
different variables) to 5 which was
mastery (original thought applied to
a new problem).  The scores were
averaged between the two
questions.  49 students were
assessed in the pre-test.  The scores
were combined after initial anaylsis
as the differences between the
scores on each question for each
student were not significant (A quick
and dirty Chi Square test was
perfomed and the p value was less
than .05 with df=1).
A second assesment was given at the
end of the semester to assess the
effectiveness of the change to
instuction.  The method of the
second assesment is the same as the
first.
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Future Planning:


After the final assessment, the success of the change in
pedagogy was clear however, there are three SLO's that
remain to be assessed in depth (1,3, and 5).  New
instruments need to be created to allow mining of the data
regarding those SLO's.  Currently, they are being assessed
using multiple choice questions which are not adequate for
this topic.


 (12/13/2012)


SLO 5 - Assess current theoretical
debates in the anthropological study
of religion, magic, and witchcraft.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Distinguish the unique
characteristics of the discipline of
anthropology, the concepts of
culture, cultural diversity, and
language; the subfield of linguistic
anthropology; and the significance of
language in acquiring, transmitting,
and participating in culture.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 2 - Define the characteristics of
human language, grammar, and parts
of speech, as they are manifested in
different languages and societies.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Benchmark: 80% or better on the
project based on the rubric


Project - A successful student will
create a language based on the rules
of languages learned throughout the
semester.


SLO 3 - Apply the methods of
linguistic analysis to verbal and non-
verbal communication events and
social situations.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


Benchmark: The successful student
will identify two out of five
nonverbal markers.  They will
identify three out of five minimal
pairs.


Presentation - The final project has a
"Create Your Own Language"
presentation.  The class members
that are not presenting are analyzing
the discourse.


SLO 4 - Assess current debates in the
study of human language and culture.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013


SLO 5 - Discuss the value of linguistic
anthropological perspectives and
methods for understanding of social


Written Assignment - "Based on the
book "Portraits of the Whiteman" by
Keith Basso, they will produce an
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and cultural issues.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/09/2013 Benchmark: 70% or better on the


assignment


analysis of the interaction between
culture and language among the
Apache.
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SLO 1 - Identify and explain basic
facts, rules, principles, and
mechanisms of the atmosphere,
lithosphere, hydrosphere, and
biosphere;
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/16/2013


SLO 2 - Assess the impact of location
on the elements of air, water, land,
and the biosphere;
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/16/2013


SLO 3 - Ascertain interrelationships
between the four spheres and
demonstrate a problem solving
perspective to interconnections;
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/16/2013


SLO 4 - Communicate geographic and
scientific information correctly
including the ability to articulate
multiple perspectives on physical
processes;
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/16/2013


SLO 5 - Utilize geographic tools
appropriately, such as maps, graphs,
data, and images to develop critical
thinking and problem solving skills;
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/16/2013


SLO 6 - Apply geographic methods to
analyze, evaluate, and explain spatial
issues and problems in ways that
demonstrate critical thinking.
SLO Status: Active
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Approval Date: 09/16/2013
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Identify and explain basic
facts, rules, principles and
mechanisms of the human world with
reference to people, their cultures
and their physical environment;
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/16/2013


SLO 2 - Recognize the formation of
regions from one or more variables;
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/16/2013


SLO 3 - Explain using spatial analysis
why things are located where they
are;
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/16/2013


SLO 4 - Communicate geographic and
scientific information correctly
including the ability to articulate
multiple perspectives on human
spatial activities;
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/16/2013


SLO 5 - Utilize geographic tools
appropriately, such as maps, scale,
graphs, data, and images to develop
critical thinking and problem solving
skills;
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/16/2013


SLO 6 - Apply geographic methods to
analyze, evaluate, and explain spatial
issues and problems in ways that
demonstrate critical thinking.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/16/2013
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Distinguish among different
scales of measurement and their
implications.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 2 - Identify the standard methods
of obtaining data and advantages and
disadvantages of each.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 3 - Interpret data displayed in
tables and graphically.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 4 - Calculate measures of central
tendency and variation for a given
data set.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 5 - Apply probability concepts.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 6 - Calculate the mean and
variance of a discrete distribution.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 7 - Calculate and interpret
probabilities using normal and t-
distributions.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 8 - Distinguish between sample
and population distributions and
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analyze the role played by the Central
Limit Theorem.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 9 - Determine and interpret
levels of statistical significance,
including p-values.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 10 - Identify the basic concepts of
hypothesis testing, including Type I
and II errors.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 11 - Interpret the output of a
technology-based statistical analysis.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 12 - Construct and interpret
confidence intervals.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 13 - Formulate hypothesis tests
involving samples from one and two
populations, including selecting the
appropriate technique and
interpreting the result.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


SLO 14 - Use linear regression and
ANOVA for estimation and inference
and interpret the associated statistics.


SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016
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SLO 15 - Use appropriate statistical
techniques to analyze and interpret
applications based on data from
business, education, health science,
life science, psychology, and the
social sciences.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 03/03/2016


PREVIOUS SLO 1 - Organize sets of
data and calculate a variety of
statistics for a given set of data (e.g.
mean, median, and variance).


Inactive Date: 03/03/2016


SLO Status: Inactive
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


Related Documents:
Math 12 common questions.pdf
Math 12 course assesment.docx
MATH 12 slo'S.xlsx


Semester Assessed: 2011-12 (Spring 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
We were generally satisfied with the results.  Students
seemed to have struggled most with question 7.  Most
student responses for this question seem to indicate that
they were overly focused on the sample size and had
neglected to consider other conditions, such as the
normality of the population that would satisfy.  Student’s
performance was stellar in the computation of statistics,
SLO 1.  This was likely due to the simplicity of preforming
these tasks.
It may be suggested that the learning may improve for
students in these classes if the emphasis be shifted from
teaching descriptive statistics to inferential statistics and
that special attention be given to the conditions necessary
to construct the various types of confidence intervals.  It
may be suggested that multiple types of technology and
software (graphing calculators, excel, Minitab, etc.…) be
used in teaching this class.


Perhaps we might think of extending this class into a 4 unit
class to incorporate instruction on ANOVA and other testing
methods as many other Community colleges have done
 (06/14/2012)


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - Common questions
were dispersed to all Math 12
sections under assessment.
Questions 1 and 2 correspond to SLO
1 and the following correspond 1 to
1  (see att:).   Questions were then
graded correct (1) or incorrect (0)
and registered on a spreadsheet


PRVIOUS SLO 2 - Count the number
of possible outcomes for various
sequences of events, including


Semester Assessed: 2011-12 (Spring 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
We were generally satisfied with the results.  Students


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - Common questions
were dispersed to all Math 12
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permutations and combinations.


Inactive Date: 03/03/2016


SLO Status: Inactive
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


seemed to have struggled most with question 7.  Most
student responses for this question seem to indicate that
they were overly focused on the sample size and had
neglected to consider other conditions, such as the
normality of the population that would satisfy.  Student’s
performance was stellar in the computation of statistics,
SLO 1.  This was likely due to the simplicity of preforming
these tasks.
It may be suggested that the learning may improve for
students in these classes if the emphasis be shifted from
teaching descriptive statistics to inferential statistics and
that special attention be given to the conditions necessary
to construct the various types of confidence intervals.  It
may be suggested that multiple types of technology and
software (graphing calculators, excel, Minitab, etc.…) be
used in teaching this class.


Perhaps we might think of extending this class into a 4 unit
class to incorporate instruction on ANOVA and other testing
methods as many other Community colleges have done
 (06/14/2012)


sections under assessment.
Questions 1 and 2 correspond to SLO
1 and the following correspond 1 to
1  (see att:).   Questions were then
graded correct (1) or incorrect (0)
and registered on a spreadsheet


PREVIOUS SLO 3 - Use multiplication
and/or addition rules to determine
probabilities of events.


Inactive Date: 03/03/2016


SLO Status: Inactive
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


Semester Assessed: 2011-12 (Spring 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
We were generally satisfied with the results.  Students
seemed to have struggled most with question 7.  Most
student responses for this question seem to indicate that
they were overly focused on the sample size and had
neglected to consider other conditions, such as the
normality of the population that would satisfy.  Student’s
performance was stellar in the computation of statistics,
SLO 1.  This was likely due to the simplicity of preforming
these tasks.
It may be suggested that the learning may improve for
students in these classes if the emphasis be shifted from
teaching descriptive statistics to inferential statistics and
that special attention be given to the conditions necessary
to construct the various types of confidence intervals.  It
may be suggested that multiple types of technology and
software (graphing calculators, excel, Minitab, etc.…) be
used in teaching this class.


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - Common questions
were dispersed to all Math 12
sections under assessment.
Questions 1 and 2 correspond to SLO
1 and the following correspond 1 to
1  (see att:).   Questions were then
graded correct (1) or incorrect (0)
and registered on a spreadsheet
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Perhaps we might think of extending this class into a 4 unit
class to incorporate instruction on ANOVA and other testing
methods as many other Community colleges have done
 (06/14/2012)


PREVIOUS SLO 4 - Determine the
probability distribution for discrete
random variables, including binomial
random variables.


Inactive Date: 03/03/2016


SLO Status: Inactive
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


Semester Assessed: 2011-12 (Spring 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
We were generally satisfied with the results.  Students
seemed to have struggled most with question 7.  Most
student responses for this question seem to indicate that
they were overly focused on the sample size and had
neglected to consider other conditions, such as the
normality of the population that would satisfy.  Student’s
performance was stellar in the computation of statistics,
SLO 1.  This was likely due to the simplicity of preforming
these tasks.
It may be suggested that the learning may improve for
students in these classes if the emphasis be shifted from
teaching descriptive statistics to inferential statistics and
that special attention be given to the conditions necessary
to construct the various types of confidence intervals.  It
may be suggested that multiple types of technology and
software (graphing calculators, excel, Minitab, etc.…) be
used in teaching this class.


Perhaps we might think of extending this class into a 4 unit
class to incorporate instruction on ANOVA and other testing
methods as many other Community colleges have done
 (06/14/2012)


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - Common questions
were dispersed to all Math 12
sections under assessment.
Questions 1 and 2 correspond to SLO
1 and the following correspond 1 to
1  (see att:).   Questions were then
graded correct (1) or incorrect (0)
and registered on a spreadsheet


PREVIOUS SLO 5 - Determine
confidence interval estimates for
population means, proportions, and
variances.


Inactive Date: 03/03/2016


SLO Status: Inactive
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


Semester Assessed: 2011-12 (Spring 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
We were generally satisfied with the results.  Students
seemed to have struggled most with question 7.  Most
student responses for this question seem to indicate that
they were overly focused on the sample size and had
neglected to consider other conditions, such as the
normality of the population that would satisfy.  Student’s
performance was stellar in the computation of statistics,
SLO 1.  This was likely due to the simplicity of preforming


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - Common questions
were dispersed to all Math 12
sections under assessment.
Questions 1 and 2 correspond to SLO
1 and the following correspond 1 to
1  (see att:).   Questions were then
graded correct (1) or incorrect (0)
and registered on a spreadsheet
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these tasks.
It may be suggested that the learning may improve for
students in these classes if the emphasis be shifted from
teaching descriptive statistics to inferential statistics and
that special attention be given to the conditions necessary
to construct the various types of confidence intervals.  It
may be suggested that multiple types of technology and
software (graphing calculators, excel, Minitab, etc.…) be
used in teaching this class.


Perhaps we might think of extending this class into a 4 unit
class to incorporate instruction on ANOVA and other testing
methods as many other Community colleges have done
 (06/14/2012)


PRVIOUS SLO 6 - Perform hypothesis
tests for one or two means,
proportions, or variances.


Inactive Date: 03/03/2016


SLO Status: Inactive
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


Semester Assessed: 2011-12 (Spring 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
We were generally satisfied with the results.  Students
seemed to have struggled most with question 7.  Most
student responses for this question seem to indicate that
they were overly focused on the sample size and had
neglected to consider other conditions, such as the
normality of the population that would satisfy.  Student’s
performance was stellar in the computation of statistics,
SLO 1.  This was likely due to the simplicity of preforming
these tasks.
It may be suggested that the learning may improve for
students in these classes if the emphasis be shifted from
teaching descriptive statistics to inferential statistics and
that special attention be given to the conditions necessary
to construct the various types of confidence intervals.  It
may be suggested that multiple types of technology and
software (graphing calculators, excel, Minitab, etc.…) be
used in teaching this class.


Perhaps we might think of extending this class into a 4 unit
class to incorporate instruction on ANOVA and other testing
methods as many other Community colleges have done
 (06/14/2012)


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - Common questions
were dispersed to all Math 12
sections under assessment.
Questions 1 and 2 correspond to SLO
1 and the following correspond 1 to
1  (see att:).   Questions were then
graded correct (1) or incorrect (0)
and registered on a spreadsheet


PREVIOUS SLO 7 - Calculate the
Pearson product moment correlation


Semester Assessed: 2011-12 (Spring 2012)Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - Common questions
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coefficient and explain its
significance.


Inactive Date: 03/03/2016


SLO Status: Inactive
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


Benchmark Met: N/A
We were generally satisfied with the results.  Students
seemed to have struggled most with question 7.  Most
student responses for this question seem to indicate that
they were overly focused on the sample size and had
neglected to consider other conditions, such as the
normality of the population that would satisfy.  Student’s
performance was stellar in the computation of statistics,
SLO 1.  This was likely due to the simplicity of preforming
these tasks.
It may be suggested that the learning may improve for
students in these classes if the emphasis be shifted from
teaching descriptive statistics to inferential statistics and
that special attention be given to the conditions necessary
to construct the various types of confidence intervals.  It
may be suggested that multiple types of technology and
software (graphing calculators, excel, Minitab, etc.…) be
used in teaching this class.


Perhaps we might think of extending this class into a 4 unit
class to incorporate instruction on ANOVA and other testing
methods as many other Community colleges have done
 (06/14/2012)


were dispersed to all Math 12
sections under assessment.
Questions 1 and 2 correspond to SLO
1 and the following correspond 1 to
1  (see att:).   Questions were then
graded correct (1) or incorrect (0)
and registered on a spreadsheet


PREVIOUS SLO 8 - Determine the
regression equation and use it to
make predictions.


Inactive Date: 03/03/2016


SLO Status: Inactive
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


Semester Assessed: 2011-12 (Spring 2012)
Benchmark Met: N/A
We were generally satisfied with the results.  Students
seemed to have struggled most with question 7.  Most
student responses for this question seem to indicate that
they were overly focused on the sample size and had
neglected to consider other conditions, such as the
normality of the population that would satisfy.  Student’s
performance was stellar in the computation of statistics,
SLO 1.  This was likely due to the simplicity of preforming
these tasks.
It may be suggested that the learning may improve for
students in these classes if the emphasis be shifted from
teaching descriptive statistics to inferential statistics and
that special attention be given to the conditions necessary
to construct the various types of confidence intervals.  It
may be suggested that multiple types of technology and


Exam/Quiz - Embedded Questions
Tied to SLOs - Common questions
were dispersed to all Math 12
sections under assessment.
Questions 1 and 2 correspond to SLO
1 and the following correspond 1 to
1  (see att:).   Questions were then
graded correct (1) or incorrect (0)
and registered on a spreadsheet
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software (graphing calculators, excel, Minitab, etc.…) be
used in teaching this class.


Perhaps we might think of extending this class into a 4 unit
class to incorporate instruction on ANOVA and other testing
methods as many other Community colleges have done
 (06/14/2012)
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SLOs Assessment Methods Results Changes Made
SLO 1 - Critique methods used to
collect data.  Organize sets of data
and calculate a variety of statistics for
a given set of data (e.g. mean,
median, variance).  Analyze data.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


SLO 2 - Count the number of possible
outcomes for various sequences of
events, including permutations and
combinations.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


SLO 3 - Use multiplication and/or
addition rules to determine
probabilities of events.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


SLO 4 - Determine the probability
distribution for discrete random
variables, including binomial random
variables.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


SLO 5 - Determine and interpret
confidence interval estimates for
population means, proportions, and
variances.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


SLO 6 - Perform hypothesis tests for
one or two means, proportions, or
variances.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/20/2013
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SLO 7 - Calculate the Pearson product
moment correlation coefficient and
explain its significance.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/20/2013


SLO 8 - Determine the regression
equation and use it to make
predictions, as appropriate.
SLO Status: Active
Approval Date: 09/20/2013
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NORCO COLLEGE 

ANNUAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM REVIEW 



Discipline/Unit: _Anthropology_________________ 



(If applicable) Program or Certificate: ADT in Anthropology

Please give the full title of the discipline or department. You may submit as a discipline or department as is easiest for your unit



Contact Person:  Alexis Gray

Due: April 20, 2016

Please send an electronic copy in a word document to:

programreview@norcocollege.edu







Form Last Revised: March 2016



Norco College



Web Resources:  http://www.rccd.edu/administration/educationalservices/ieffectiveness/Pages/ProgramReview.aspx







Annual Instructional Program Review Update

Instructions



*Please retain this information for your discipline’s/department’s use (or forward to your chair).  



The Annual Self-Study is conducted by each unit on each college and consists of an analysis of changes within the unit as well as significant new resource needs for staff, resources, facilities, and equipment.  It should be submitted by April 20 or the first working day following the 20th in anticipation of budget planning for the fiscal year, which begins July 1 of the following calendar year.  



For Program Review data, please go to the following link:

 http://www.norcocollege.edu/about/president/strategic-planning/programreview/Pages/index.aspx



	

The questions on the subsequent pages are intended to assist you in planning for your unit.



The forms that follow are separated into pages for ease of distribution to relevant subcommittees.  Please keep the pages separated if possible (though part of the same electronic file), with the headers as they appear, and be sure to include your unit, contact person (this may change from topic to topic) and date on each page submitted.  Don’t let formatting concerns slow you down.  If you have difficulty with formatting, Nicole C. Ramirez can adjust the document for you.  Simply add responses to those questions that apply and forward the document to nicole.ramirez@norcocollege.edu with a request to format it appropriately.   



If you cannot identify in which category your requests belong or if you have complex-funding requests please schedule an appointment with your college’s Vice President for Business Services right away.  They will assist you with estimating the cost of your requests.  For simple requests such as the cost of a staff member, please e-mail your Vice President.  It is vital to include cost estimates in your request forms.  Each college uses its own prioritization system.  Inquiries regarding that process should be directed to your Vice President.





Norco: 	VP Business Services 	951-372-7157

 	

















Mission

Norco College serves our students, our community, and its workforce by providing educational opportunities, celebrating diversity, and promoting collaboration. We encourage an inclusive, innovative approach to learning and the creative application of emerging technologies. We provide foundational skills and pathways to transfer, career and technical education, certificates and degrees.





Vision

Norco – creating opportunities to transform our students and community for the dynamic challenges of tomorrow. 







Strategic Plan: Goals and Objectives 2013-2018





Goal 1:  Increase Student Achievement and Success



Objectives:

1.	Improve transfer preparedness (completes 60 transferable units with a 2.0 GPA or higher).

2.	Improve transfer rate by 10% over 5 years.

3.	Increase the percentage of basic skills students who complete the basic skills pipeline by supporting the development of alternatives to traditional basic skills curriculum.

4.	Improve persistence rates by 5% over 5 years (fall-spring; fall-fall).

5.	Increase completion rate of degrees and certificates over 6 years.

6.	Increase success and retention rates.

7.	Increase percentage of students who complete 15 units, 30 units, 60 units.

8.	Increase the percentage of students who begin addressing basic skills needs in their first year.

9.	Decrease the success gap of students in online courses as compared to face-to-face instruction.

10.	Increase course completion, certificate and degree completion, and transfer rates of underrepresented students.













Goal 2:  Improve the Quality of Student Life



Objectives:

1.	Increase student engagement (faculty and student interaction, active learning, student effort, support for learners).

2.	Increase frequency of student participation in co-curricular activities.

3.	Increase student satisfaction and importance ratings for student support services.

4.	Increase the percentage of students who consider the college environment to be inclusive.

5.	Decrease the percentage of students who experience unfair treatment based on diversity-related characteristics.

6.	Increase current students’ awareness about college resources dedicated to student success.





Goal 3:  Increase Student Access



Objectives:

1.	Increase percentage of students who declare an educational goal.

2.	Increase percentage of new students who develop an educational plan.

3.	Increase percentage of continuing students who develop an educational plan.

4.	Ensure the distribution of our student population is reflective of the communities we serve.

5.	Reduce scheduling conflicts that negatively impact student completion of degrees and programs.





Goal 4:  Create Effective Community Partnerships



Objectives:

1.	Increase the number of students who participate in summer bridge programs or boot camps.

2.	Increase the number of industry partners who participate in industry advisory council activities.

3.	Increase the number of dollars available through scholarships for Norco College students.

4.	Increase institutional awareness of partnerships, internships, and job opportunities established with business and industry.

5.	Continue the success of Kennedy Partnership (percent of students 2.5 GPA+, number of students in co-curricular activities, number of students who are able to access courses; number of college units taken).

6.	Increase community partnerships.

7.	Increase institutional awareness of community partnerships.

8.	Increase external funding sources which support college programs and initiatives.









Goal 5: Strengthen Student Learning



Objectives:

1.	100% of units (disciplines, Student Support Service areas, administrative units) will conduct systematic program reviews.

2.	Increase the percentage of student learning and service area outcomes assessments that utilize authentic methods.

3.	Increase the percentage of programs that conduct program level outcomes assessment that closes the loop.

4.	Increase assessment of student learning in online courses to ensure that it is consistent with student learning in face-to-face courses. 

5.	Increase the number of faculty development workshops focusing on pedagogy each academic year.





Goal 6: Demonstrate Effective Planning Processes



Objectives:

1.	Increase the use of data to enhance effective enrollment management strategies.

2.	Systematically assess the effectiveness of strategic planning committees and councils.

3.	Ensure that resource allocation is tied to planning. 

4.	Institutionalize the current Technology Plan.

5.	Revise the Facilities Master Plan.







Goal 7: Strengthen Our Commitment To Our Employees



Objectives:

1.	Provide professional development activities for all employees.

2.	Increase the percentage of employees who consider the college environment to be inclusive.

3.	Decrease the percentage of employees who experience unfair treatment based on diversity-related characteristics.

4.	Increase participation in events and celebrations related to inclusiveness.

5.	Implement programs that support the safety, health, and wellness of our college community. 
I.  Norco College Annual Instructional Program Review Update



Unit:  Anthropology

Contact Person: Alexis Gray

Date:  3/24/2016



Trends and Relevant Data 



1. How does your unit support the mission of the College? 

Our mission statement reads as follows:

“Norco College serves our students, our community, and its workforce by providing educational opportunities, celebrating diversity, and promoting collaboration. We encourage an inclusive, innovative approach to learning and the creative application of emerging technologies. We provide foundational skills and pathways to transfer, career and technical education, certificates and degrees.”

Anthropology is a discipline steeped in inclusivity and is integral to understanding the human condition.  It has applications both for the college as a whole and of course, for our student’s lifetime leaning goals.



2. Have there been any changes in the status of your unit? (if not, please indicate with an “N/A”)



a. Has your unit shifted departments?  No







b. Have any new certificates or complete programs been created by your unit? Our ADT is still relatively new.  We have had fewer than a handful of students complete, and those likely had the credits without having the ADT as a goal.  As ADT’s increase in numbers and enter the student’s sphere of awareness, I expect our numbers of graduates to increase but it is still a very new program.







c. Have activities in other units impacted your unit?  For example, a new Multi Media Grant could cause greater demand for Art courses. N/A







3. List and discuss your retention and success rates as well as your efficiency.   Please be aware that the data have been disaggregated for your analysis.  Please list online, hybrid and face-to-face-data separately.   

		Term

		Efficiency



		Summer 2010

		965.778



		Fall 2010

		946.560



		Winter 2011

		778.900



		Spring 2011

		940.044



		Summer 2011

		844.800



		Fall 2011

		1077.538



		Winter 2012

		784.500



		Spring 2012

		966.927



		Summer 2012

		877.900



		Fall 2012

		1154.741



		Winter 2013

		480.000



		Spring 2013

		965.648



		Summer 2013

		691.450



		Fall 2013

		976.351



		Winter 2014

		810.400



		Spring 2014

		971.906



		Summer 2014

		773.800



		Fall 2014

		915.228



		Winter 2015

		726.631



		Spring 2015

		827.244



		Total

		953.710









The efficiency data for anthropology is nothing less than impressive, maintaining consistently high rates.

The success and retention data will be discussed below the charts.





































What are the changes or significant trends in the data, including differences among gender, age and ethnicity?    To what do you attribute these changes? 

Success:

Age:  When face to face and online trends are compared, the following things are noted, 19 and under are performing about the same in online as in years past but their i- class performance is lowering.  For the 20-24’s their online is rising but their F2F is dropping, this is also true for the 35-39’s and the 40-49’s.  The only group that continues to improve F2F but not online is the 50+ group.  I suspect those rates have more to do with being an internet “native” as opposed to being an “immigrant” (the groups born after the internet was a thing are called natives, while those born before the widespread use are called immigrants).  This difference is seen in many realms so it is not surprising to see it here.

Ethnicity is a little harder to pin down.  The numbers of students for the Native groups of the pacific islands as well as Amerind have been getting progressively less, numbering in the single digits so those data are less informative.  If we look at the overall trends, we can see that most groups are performing at about the same levels as in previous years.  If we break it down by method of instruction, we can see lower success rates for African American students in the online environment but the success rates within the face to face components are also poor however it must be noted that the African American Students in the online environment also numbered in low single digits as compared with a much larger sample size within the face to face courses.  Hispanic students are also on a slow, downward trend.  This is not a function of small sample size.  Quite the reverse is true.  It is possible that the downward turn in success is a function of the grading curve but I don’t think so as the majority of the classes were taught by the full time faculty member who grades on a relative curve, not a strict curve.  I do not have an explanation for this trend beyond my colloquial experience that my Hispanic students tend to have a great number of distractions in their non-school life that can result in lower class performance.  My Hispanic students are more likely to miss class due to familial obligations, having to prioritize work or family over school as well as more frequent interruptions in access to online materials.  This is only colloquial experience, though as I have not made a tally, rather a quick search of my student emails.  Other ethnically identifying students also experience these issues but it is my impression that it happens less frequently.  That impression could again be due to sample size.  As we are a Hispanic serving institution, frequently the majority of my students are Hispanic so a larger group will experience more iterations of an issue.  In other words, it may have nothing to due with culture or ethnicity but is an artifact of sample composition.

Gender is fairly equal across modes of instruction with a slight downward trend noted in each.



Retention:

Retention rates have remained fairly consistent across age, gender, and ethnicity with a small drop in African American students.  A notable increase is seen in the online retention over the last few years and that is due to specific efforts to assess and and eliminate disparity between modes of instruction, in accordance with the Educational Master Plan.  











4. List the resources that you received in the last year as a result of program review.  How did the resources impact student learning?  If you requested resources and did not receive them, how did it impact your unit?  Three new skulls for the classroom were given as the result of program review and as a gift from the ASNC.  These skulls have improved student understanding as well as interest in the fossil hominine lineage and have been used for 14 sections.  It is too early in the assessment cycle to quantify gains in learning, however, impressions of the student assignment directly related to these skulls is that learning is improving.









5. What annual goals does your unit have for 2016-2017 (please list the most important first)?  Please indicate if a goal is directly linked to goals in your comprehensive.  How do your goals support the college mission and the goals of the Strategic Plan/Educational Master Plan?  



		List the goals of your unit for 2016-2017

		Define activity(s) linked to the goal

		Briefly explain the relationship of goal to mission and Strategic Plan/Educational Master Plan (see above)

		Indicate if goal is limited to Distance Education



		Improve student access to full time faculty (Goal 1:6, 1:10, 3:5, and 2:2)

		We will be hiring a new faculty member.  This should allow students to have more contact hours with a full time faculty member as well as a new anthropology club lead.

		This meets goal 1 and goal 3 as the increase in access to full time faculty increases student achievement and success and increases student’s access.  This should also strengthen student learning

		No



		Expand course offerings (Goal 3:5)

		It is the goal of the anthropology department to expand the course offerings so that students can access required courses at times convenient to them

		Increasing offerings increases student access

		No



		Collaborate with Microbiology (Goal 2:1 and 3:5)

		We intend to collaborate with microbiology for the ANTH 1L (new this year) to better utilize the available space at Norco College.

		This should increase student learning in Anthropology as proper equipment can be utilized instead of hypothetical slides and models. It demonstrates effective planning processes by utilizing more or our space resources in a thoughtful manner.

		No









*Your unit may need assistance to reach its goals.  Financial resources should be listed on the subsequent forms.  In addition you may need help from other units or Administrators.  Please list that on the appropriate form below, or on the form for “other needs.”




Norco College Annual Instructional Program Review Update



Unit:  Anthropology

Contact Person: Alexis Gray

Date:  3/24/2016



Current Human Resource Status



6. Complete the Faculty and Staff Employment Grid below.  Please list full and part time faculty numbers in separate rows.  Please list classified staff who are full and part time separately: 



		

Faculty Employed in the Unit





		Teaching Assignment (e.g. Math, English)

		Full-time faculty or staff (give number)

		Part-time faculty or staff (give number)



		Anthropology

		1

		7



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		







		

Classified Staff Employed in the Unit





		Staff Title

		Full-time staff (give number)

		Part-time staff (give number)



		IDS

		1 

		1



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		















1

Unit Name:  Anthropology 

7. Staff Needs

NEW OR REPLACEMENT STAFF (Administrator, Faculty or Classified)[footnoteRef:1]  [1:  If your SLO assessment results make clear that particular resources are needed to more effectively serve students please be sure to note that in the “reason” section of this form. 
] 


		List Staff Positions Needed for Academic Year_2016____________

Please justify and explain each faculty request as they pertain to the goals listed in item #3.  Place titles on list in order (rank) or importance. Please state if the request impacts Distance Education.

		Indicate (N) = New or (R) = Replacement 



		Number of years requested

		Annual TCP* 



		1.  IDS full time

Justification:  Our IDS has been on medical leave and we were short staffed to begin with.  We need at least one more full time IDS and potentially we need three

		N/R

		1

		

84,547 per position



		2.  

Justification:

		

		

		



		3.

Justification:

		

		

		



		4.

Justification:

		

		

		



		5.

Justification:

		

		

		



		6. 

Justification:

		

		

		





* TCP = “Total Cost of Position” for one year is the cost of an average salary plus benefits for an individual.  New positions (not replacement positions) also require space and equipment.  Please speak with your college Business Officer to obtain accurate cost estimates.  Please be sure to add related office space, equipment and other needs for new positions to the appropriate form and mention the link to the position.  Please complete this form for “New” Classified Staff only.  All replacement staff must be filled per Article I, Section C of the California School Employees Association (CSEA) contract.



Requests for staff and administrators will be sent to the Business and Facilities Planning Council.  Requests for faculty will be sent to the Academic Planning Council.



		          

Unit Name:  Anthropology 



8.  Equipment (including technology) Not Covered by Current Budget[footnoteRef:2] [2:  If your SLO assessment results make clear that particular resources are needed to more effectively serve students please be sure to note that in the “reason” section of this form. 
] 




		List Equipment or Equipment Repair Needed 

for Academic Year__2016_____

Please list/summarize the needs of your unit on your college below.  Please be as specific and as brief as possible.  

Place items on list in order (rank) or importance. 

Please state if the request impacts Distance Education.

		*Indicate whether Equipment is for (I) = Instructional  or (N) = Non-Instructional purposes             

		

		Annual TCO*





		

		

		Number of years requested

		Cost per item

		

Number Requested

		Total Cost of Request

		EMP

GOALS



		1. Office Computer for Alexis Gray

Justification:  The computer in my office is 10 years old and is no longer supported or functioning well and cannot run the needed enrollment management Dashboard.  It is also necessary to create new content and maintain effective contact with distance learners.

		I

		1

		2500





		1

		2500





		6:1, 1:9



		2. Office Shredder

Justification:  Documents need to be destroyed properly that hold sensitive student information such as grades.

		N

		1

		75



		1

		75





		2:5



		3.

Justification:

		

		

		

		

		

		



		4.

Justification:

		

		

		

		

		

		



		5.

Justification:

		

		

		

		

		

		



		6.  

Justification:

		

		

		

		

		

		





* Instructional Equipment is defined as equipment purchased for instructional activities involving presentation and/or hands-on experience to enhance student learning and skills development (i.e. desk for student or faculty use).

Non-Instructional Equipment is defined as tangible district property of a more or less permanent nature that cannot be easily lost, stolen or destroyed; but which replaces, modernizes, or expands an existing instructional program.  Furniture and computer software, which is an integral and necessary component for the use of other specific instructional equipment, may be included (i.e. desk for office staff).

** These requests are sent to the Business and Facilities Planning Council.



Unit Name:  Anthropology 

9. Professional or Organizational Development Needs Not Covered by Current Budget*[footnoteRef:3] N/A [3:  If your SLO assessment results make clear that particular resources are needed to more effectively serve students please be sure to note that in the “reason” section of this form. ] 




		List Professional Development Needs for Academic Year___________________.  Reasons might include in response to assessment findings or the need to update skills to comply with state, federal, professional organization requirements or the need to update skills/competencies.  Please be as specific and as brief as possible.  Some items may not have a cost per se, but reflect the need to spend current staff time differently.   Place items on list in order (rank) or importance.  Examples include local college workshops, state/national conferences. Please state if the request impacts Distance Education.

		Annual TCO*





		

		Cost per item

		

 Number Requested

		

Total Cost of Request

		EMP Goals



		1.

Justification:

		





		

		

		







		2.

Justification:

		



		

		

		







		3.

Justification:

		

		

		

		



		4.

Justification:

		

		

		

		



		5.

Justification:

		

		

		

		



		6.  

Justification:

		

		

		

		







*It is recommended that you speak with the Faculty Development Coordinator to see if your request can be met with current budget.  



** These requests are sent to the Professional Development Committee for review.


Unit Name:  Anthropology 

						

10.   Student Support Services, Library, and Learning Resource Center (see definition below*) Services needed by your unit over and above what is currently provided by student services at your college.  Requests for Books, Periodicals, DVDs, and Databases must include specific titles/authors/ISBNs when applicable. Do not include textbook requests.  These needs will be communicated to Student Services at your college[footnoteRef:4] N/A [4:  If your SLO assessment results make clear that particular resources are needed to more effectively serve students please be sure to note that in the “reason” section of this form. 
] 




		List Student Support Services Needs for Academic Year___________________

Please list/summarize the needs of your unit on your college below.  Please be as specific and as brief as possible.  Not all needs will have a cost, but may require a reallocation of current staff time.  Please state if the request impacts Distance Education.

		

EMP GOALS



		1.

Justification:

		



		2.

Justification:

		



		3.

Justification:

		



		4.

Justification:

		



		5.

Justification:

		



		6.  

Justification:

		





*Student Support Services include for example:  tutoring, counseling, international students, EOPS, job placement, admissions and records, student assessment (placement), health services, student activities, college safety and police, food services, student financial aid, and matriculation.



** These requests are sent to the Student Services Planning Council and the Library Advisory Committee.



Unit Name:  Anthropology 



11.   OTHER NEEDS AND LONG TERM SAFETY CONCERNS not covered by current budget[footnoteRef:5] [5:  If your SLO assessment results make clear that particular resources are needed to more effectively serve students please be sure to note that in the “reason” section of this form. ] 


** For immediate hazards, contact your supervisor **



		List Other Needs that do not fit elsewhere.

Please be as specific and as brief as possible.  Not all needs will have a cost, but may require a reallocation of current staff time.  Place items on list in order (rank) or importance.

		Annual TCO*





		

		Cost per item

		

Number Requested

		Total Cost of Request

		

EMP Goals



		1.

Justification:

		





		

		

		







		2.

Justification:

		



		

		

		







		3.

Justification:

		

		

		

		



		4.

Justification:

		

		

		

		



		5.

Justification:

		

		

		

		



		6.  

Justification:

		

		

		

		







These requests are sent to the Business and Facilities Planning Council, but are not ranked. They are further reviewed as funding becomes available.


Rubric for Annual Instructional Program Review - Part I only

Discipline: Anthropology						Contact Person: Alexis Gray	

Reviewer:														Average Score: 

		Area of Assessment

		0

No attempt

		1

some attempt

		2

good attempt

		3

 outstanding attempt



		1. Retention, success, and efficiency rates have been identified and reflected upon.

		No attempt to list retention, success, or efficiency data

		Limited attempt to identify or  discuss identified data 

		Clear attempt to identify and discuss identified data 

		Substantial attempt to identify and discuss/interpret identified data



		2. Previous recourse requests stated and impact discussed.

		No resource requests discussed

		Limited discussion of resource requests or limited attempt to link to student learning.

		Resources discussed and clear attempt to identify student impact

		Resources discussed and substantial attempt to identify student impact OR No resources were requested.



		3. There are annual goals for refining and improving program practices.

		No annual goals stated

		Limited/generic statement made regarding goal(s), lacks clarity or details

		Clear statement made regarding goal(s), includes details

		Well-defined statement made regarding goal(s), includes details, reasoning



		4. Activities identified that support annual goals; connections made between goals/activities and Retention, Success, Enrollment, and Efficiency data.

		No attempt made to identify activities

		Limited/generic statement about activities; very limited attempt to connect to data from question 2 (where logical)

		Clearly stated activities that support the goal(s); clear connection made to data from question 2 (where logical)

		Well-defined activities that logically support the goal(s); definitive connections made to data from question 2 (where logical)



		5. The annual goals are linked to the Mission and Educational Master Plan (EMP) of NC.

		No link between the annual goals and the Mission or EMP

		Limited attempt to link goals to Mission and EMP

		Clear attempt to link goals to Mission and EMP

		Well defined connection made between goals and Mission and EMP



		6. Resource requests have reasons identified and completed data fields, including estimated dollar amount.

		No reasons identified and incomplete data fields; or reasons identified, but incomplete or empty data field

		Limited/generic/basic reasons provided, data fields completed

		Clear requests for resources, all data fields fully completed

		Well defined reasons for resources, all data fields fully completed



		7. Linkages made between EMP/Strategic Plan Goals (SPG) with reasons for resource requests.

		No linkage made between resource requests and EMP/SPG

		Limited/generic/basic connection made between resource requests and EMP/SPG

		Clear connection made between resource requests and EMP/SPG

		Strong connection made between resource requests and EMP/SPG





		

Column scores

		

		

		

		





Additional comments:

II. Norco College - Annual Assessment Update 

USE ASSESSMENT DATA FROM fall 2014-spr 15



Purpose –An annual review provides an opportunity for reflection on all that has been accomplished and learned from your efforts in assessment.  The annual review is a time to take stock of which courses and programs have undergone some scrutiny, and subsequently should help with planning for the upcoming years.  Things we might learn in one cycle of assessment might actually help us to plan assessments in the next cycle, or might facilitate changes in other courses that weren’t even included in the initial assessment.  To this end, please complete the following with as much detail as possible.  If you have any questions, please contact either Sarah Burnett at sarah.burnett@norcocollege.edu, or Greg Aycock at greg.aycock@norcocollege.edu, or talk to your NAC representative.

1. Identify where you are in the cycle of SLO assessment for each course you assessed in fall 2014 - spring 2015.  Each response will be individualized; this means each completed column might look a little different.  You may have a course in which you are implementing improvements to close the loop on an initial assessment that was completed in a different year.  You might also have a course that only has an initial assessment and you haven’t yet completed any follow-up or improvement activities.  (Add rows to the chart as needed.)



		Course number 

		SLO Initial Assessments



Indicate which specific SLOs were assessed in the identified course



		Semester assessed

		Entered into TracDat fields



Yes or No

		SLOs with Changes Made to course



Identify which SLOs for had Changes Made identified, & simple reasoning

		Plan for completing identified Changes 



Identify semester & basic plan of action

		SLOs not needing Changes (assumed loop-closed)



Provide clear reasoning as to why loop closed

		SLOs involved in  Loop-Closing assessment



Indicate semester initial assessment was started and semester when loop was closed.  Provide rationale for why you consider the assessment loop is closed





		Anth 1

		1, 2,3

		Fall 2014

		Partial 

		1,2 , inconsistent reaching of benchmark

		We started with a new textbook in 2015

		Significant changes were made and assessment will start anew

		2014-15 Fall to now.  We changed textbooks to a current version to bring up the numbers.  It improved understanding but not as much as I would like to see.  As result, we will change again and start the assessment cycle anew.



		Anth 2

		1,2,3,4,6

		From Fall2013 to Fall 2015

		Yes

		1,2,3,4,6 inconsistent reaching of benchmark

		Change textbook and instruction delivery for online version

		We completed our plan.

		All the SLO’s were assessed except 5 for in person and face to face instruction, and gains were made.



		Anth 3

		1-5

		12/13

		Yes

		None

		None

		Students met benchmark.  No change necessary

		



		Anth 4

		1,2

		13/14

		Yes

		None

		None

		Students met benchmark

		



		Anth 5

		None

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Anth 6

		1-6

		12/13

		Yes

		1-6, adjustments were being made to the curriculum

		Change in material provided

		Plan completed

		The significant material changes showed improvement instantly but we will start the cycle anew this year to see if the gains are retained.



		Anth 7

		2,4

		12/13

		Yes

		2,4 

		All SlO’s will be assessed in the Fall of 16 to see if the gains in learning are consistent

		N/A

		The loop was closed in 2012 with the change in pedagogy but we plan to start the cycle anew.



		Anth 8

		2,3, 5

		14/15

		Partial

		No changes to SLO but changes in type of assessment.

		All SLO’s will be assessed in Fall of 16 with a different instructor

		N/A

		The loop was closed as benchmark was met but we intend to reassess with the new instructor.









2. a) How many Program Level Outcome initial assessments were you involved in fall 2014 - spring 2015?  Indicate a total number per column.  Name the AOE, ADT, GE and/or Certificate program.

While all of our SLO’s are mapped to GE PLO’s, our ADT mapping has not yet been completed.  That will take place in Spring of 17.  

To provide you with supportive information for this section, the following GE and AOE assessments were conducted in 2014-15:

Initial assessment for GE PLO Information Competency and Technology Literacy

Closing Loop for GE PLO Self Development and Global Awareness



A Closing the Loop Assessment for AOE in Humanity, Philosophy and The Arts

A Closing the Loop Assessment for AOE in Social and Behavioral Sciences

We were technically not  involved in any of the above however, our data are easily applied as The SLO’s assessed for Anth 2 directly map to Global awareness as does the assessment for Anth 8.  Anth 1directly maps to information technology.  



		AOE (Area of Emphasis)

		ADT (Associate for Transfer)

		GE (General Education)

		Certificate



		2

		N/A

		3

		None







b) How many Program Level Outcome loop-closing assessments were you involved in fall 2014 - spring 2015?  Indicate a total number per column.  Name the AOE, ADT, GE and/or Certificate program.

		AOE (Area of Emphasis)

		ADT (Associate for Transfer)

		GE (General Education)

		Certificate



		2

		N/A

		3

		None







3.  Please describe any Changes you made in a course or a program in response to an assessment. Reflect on the impact you determine the changes may have had on student learning, student engagement, and/or your teaching. (Add rows as needed)



		Course  

		Changes Made

Please click on “Choose an item & select from the drop down menu – content can be modified to suit your needs.  Type in “other” approach taken



		Impact of changes on student learning, engagement, 

and/or teaching



		Anth 1

		Direct instruction on study skills, expected competencies		Overall scores actually dropped so this may not be the way.  I changed the way that material is presented and a new assessment will be undertaken.



		Anth 2

		Increased mini-quizzes to prep for larger tests		It resulted in a loss of retention but the remaining students remained engaged and 75% were successful.



		Anth 2

		Emphasized content in PowerPoint or new discussions		This was a mistake as they ignored the less emphasized content.  Learning was not achieved.



		Anth  8

		Created new assignments		The new assignments highlighted the major topics and the majority could do it.  I think it helped.







4.  Identify any assessments that indicate a modification should be made to the Course Outlines of Record (COR), the Student Learning Outcomes (SLO), or Program Level Outcomes.  State the modification. None



		Identify COR, SLO or PLO to modify

		State Suggested Modification

		Reasoning



		

		

		



		

		

		







5. Have you shared your assessments, outcomes, improvements etc. with your discipline?  How?  If not, how do you plan to do so in the future? (For a more complete answer, please include any meeting dates, agenda, and/or minutes, emails between faculty members, conversations captured in college, department, or discipline meetings – include these data as an Appendix at the end of this document)

Within Norco, I am the only full time faculty member within Anthropology so I share in SBS meetings (found in the minutes) and NAC meetings (found in the minutes).  I also have undocumented conversations with my part time faculty during my chair office hours.  Across the district, the anthropologists discuss methods of assessment and outcomes while waiting for other meetings to begin.  It is not formal but it is helpful.





6. Did any of your assessments indicate that your discipline or program would benefit from specific resources in order to support student learning, and/or faculty development?  If so, please explain.



		Resources

State the resources identified to support student learning and/or faculty development

		Assessment 

Name the assessment(s) that indicated resources are needed 

Identify course, SLO & semester

		Reasoning

Briefly explain what you learned in the assessment that indicates the resource might be beneficial



		

		

		



		

		

		











7. What additional support, training, etc. do you need in the coming year regarding assessment?







Appendix 1







Scoring Rubric for Annual Program Review of Assessment (Part II only)

Assessment Unit Name: _________________________________   Average score __________

		

		0

		1

		2

		3

		             Comments



		Initial SLO assessments 

		No evidence provided









0

		Limited evidence of on-going SLO assessment 

(1 incomplete assessment – Plan but no results)

1

		Clear evidence of on-going SLO assessment

 (1 complete assessment)







2

		Clear and robust evidence of on-going SLO assessment 

(2 or more complete assessments)              





3

		



		Loop Closing Assessments

		No evidence provided 













0

		Limited evidence of Loop-closing  assessment

(Course identified as “loop-closed”, but no Change Plan identified, or reasoning provided)



1

		Clear evidence of loop-closing 

(At least 1 Change Made plan in place, or clear reasoning of “loop closed” for at least 1 initial assessment) 



2

		Clear and robust evidence of loop-closing 

(Multiple Change Made Plans in place, or very clear justification for “loop closed” for multiple initial assessments)       



3

		



		Assessment input into TracDAT 

		No assessments in TracDat format or Repository

		Assessment completed are in word/pdf in Document Repository



1

		Assessments identified have Assessment Plan, but not all have Results



2

		All identified assessments have a complete report (Plan and Results) in TracDat data field)

3

		



		Attempts to improve student learning





		No indication of any changes made to any courses, and no clarification provided 







0

		No attempts to change any courses, teaching approaches, and no clarification or reasoning as to why not





1

		Evidence of an attempt to implement a change in a course or teaching approach provided, or simple clarifying statement regarding why no specific improvement is needed

2

		Multiple attempts made to implement changes to courses or teaching approaches, or clear and supported clarification why no improvement is needed





3

		



		Dialogue across the discipline

		No dialogue or attempt to communicate results 





0

		Limited demonstration of dialogue or communication within the discipline, 

department, college



1

		Clear demonstration of dialogue and sharing of assessment within discipline, department, or college



2

		Robust and systematic dialogue and communication demonstrated within discipline, department, or college



3

		



		Participation in PLO assessment (bonus points averaged into total score)

		

		Engagement in at least 1 initial PLO assessment and/or

Engagement in at least 1 PLO closing-the-loop assessment fall ‘14-spr ‘15



1

		

		

		



		Total for Each Column 

		

		

		

		

		







Efficiency 2010-2015

Efficiency	Summer 2010	Fall 2010	Winter 2011	Spring 2011	Summer 2011	Fall 2011	Winter 2012	Spring 2012	Summer 2012	Fall 2012	Winter 2013	Spring 2013	Summer 2013	Fall 2013	Winter 2014	Spring 2014	Summer 2014	Fall 2014	Winter 2015	Spring 2015	965.77777777777806	946.55999999999938	778.9	940.04395604395586	844.8	1077.538461538461	784.5	966.92682926829275	877.9	1154.7407407407411	480	965.64799999999946	691.44999999999948	976.35087719298235	810.4	971.9061224489792	773.8	915.22807017543857	726.63076923076915	827.24356435643551	





OVERALL SUCCESS RATE BY ETHNICITY

American Indian or Alaska Native	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.8	0.88888888888888895	1	0.33333333333333298	1	Asian	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.71232876712328796	0.718518518518519	0.72455089820359297	0.70212765957446799	0.70796460176991105	Black or African American	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.56716417910447803	0.69863013698630105	0.550561797752809	0.43956043956044	0.42857142857142899	Hispanic/Latino	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.58045977011494299	0.64684014869888495	0.58079096045197798	0.57704239917269895	0.52467811158798305	Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.2	0.8	0.75	1	1	Two or More Races	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.62	0.63636363636363602	0.66666666666666696	0.62820512820512797	0.60526315789473695	White	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.70877944325481801	0.77052631578947395	0.73516949152542399	0.70352941176470596	0.67435897435897496	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.72072072072072102	0.69512195121951204	0.61290322580645096	0.64285714285714302	0.75	

Success Rate







OVERALL SUCCESS RATE BY AGE

19 or less	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.62968099861303795	0.71033478893740898	0.63396778916544605	0.61783439490445902	0.56149732620320902	20 to 24	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.63132137030995095	0.66155988857938697	0.63116883116883105	0.58706467661691597	0.56606397774687101	25 to 29	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.71	0.70992366412213703	0.63309352517985595	0.65359477124182996	0.552795031055901	30 to 34	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.64705882352941202	0.79166666666666596	0.63265306122449005	0.634920634920635	0.69696969696969702	35 to 39	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.85185185185185197	0.73913043478260798	0.83333333333333304	0.71875	0.73333333333333295	40 to 49	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.73333333333333295	0.77777777777777801	0.80952380952380998	0.8	0.75	50+	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.7	0.88888888888888895	0.76923076923076905	0.7	0.66666666666666696	

Success Rate







OVERALL SUCCESS RATE BY GENDER

Female	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.64836448598130803	0.70042643923240899	0.65592515592515599	0.62909836065573799	0.58920187793427203	Male	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.63649635036496299	0.68714285714285706	0.62	0.59244264507422395	0.56396148555708403	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.54545454545454497	0.64285714285714302	0.75	0.72222222222222199	0.33333333333333298	

Success Rate







FACE-TO-FACE SUCCESS RATE BY ETHNICITY

American Indian or Alaska Native	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.8	0.88888888888888895	1	0.33333333333333298	1	Asian	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.71527777777777801	0.718518518518519	0.72258064516128995	0.68888888888888899	0.68867924528301905	Black or African American	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.578125	0.69863013698630105	0.53658536585365801	0.41249999999999998	0.43333333333333302	Hispanic/Latino	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.58395245170876697	0.64684014869888495	0.58343057176196	0.57251908396946505	0.51755379388448497	Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.2	0.8	0.75	1	1	Two or More Races	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.62	0.63636363636363602	0.68656716417910402	0.63157894736842102	0.57575757575757602	White	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.71492204899777301	0.77052631578947395	0.73707865168539299	0.70025839793281597	0.67415730337078705	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.73831775700934599	0.69512195121951204	0.62068965517241403	0.65217391304347905	0.71428571428571397	

Success Rate







FACE-TO-FACE SUCCESS RATE BY AGE

19 or less	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.62873399715504996	0.71033478893740898	0.63473053892215603	0.61300813008130095	0.55330882352941202	20 to 24	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.64201680672268902	0.66155988857938697	0.62755798090040904	0.58498023715415004	0.55800293685756197	25 to 29	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.72340425531914898	0.70992366412213703	0.64285714285714302	0.65648854961832104	0.57894736842105299	30 to 34	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.680851063829787	0.79166666666666596	0.69047619047619102	0.6	0.63636363636363602	35 to 39	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.84	0.73913043478260798	0.86363636363636298	0.72727272727272696	0.70833333333333304	40 to 49	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.72413793103448298	0.77777777777777801	0.81081081081081097	0.8	0.73529411764705899	50+	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.77777777777777801	0.88888888888888895	0.76923076923076905	0.5	0.7	

Success Rate







FACE-TO-FACE SUCCESS RATE BY GENDER

Female	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.65818181818181798	0.70042643923240899	0.65754923413566702	0.62541806020066903	0.58226221079691498	Male	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.63663663663663705	0.68714285714285706	0.62030598052851205	0.58392101551481002	0.55444126074498601	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.54545454545454497	0.64285714285714302	0.75	0.76470588235294101	0.4	

Success Rate







ONLINE SUCCESS RATE BY ETHNICITY

American Indian or Alaska Native	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0	0	1	0	0	Asian	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.5	0	0.75	1	1	Black or African American	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.33333333333333298	0	0.71428571428571397	0.63636363636363602	0.33333333333333298	Hispanic/Latino	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.47826086956521702	0	0.5	0.66	0.65306122448979598	Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0	0	0	0	0	Two or More Races	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0	0	0	0.5	0.8	White	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.55555555555555602	0	0.70370370370370405	0.73684210526315796	0.67647058823529405	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.25	0	0.5	0.6	1	

Success Rate







ONLINE SUCCESS RATE BY AGE

19 or less	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.66666666666666696	0	0.6	0.84615384615384603	0.82352941176470595	20 to 24	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.27777777777777801	0	0.70270270270270296	0.62222222222222201	0.71052631578947401	25 to 29	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.5	0	0.53846153846153799	0.63636363636363602	0.42857142857142899	30 to 34	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.25	0	0.28571428571428598	0.76923076923076905	1	35 to 39	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	1	0	0.5	0.7	0.83333333333333304	40 to 49	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	1	0	0.8	0.8	1	50+	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0	0	0	1	0.5	

Success Rate







ONLINE SUCCESS RATE BY GENDER

Female	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.38709677419354799	0	0.625	0.670886075949367	0.66216216216216195	Male	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.63157894736842102	0	0.61290322580645096	0.78125	0.79310344827586199	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0	0	0	0	0	

Success Rate







OVERALL RETENTION RATE BY ETHNICITY

American Indian or Alaska Native	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.9	1	1	1	1	Asian	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.86301369863013699	0.874074074074074	0.880239520958084	0.88652482269503496	0.84955752212389402	Black or African American	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.91044776119403004	0.97260273972602695	0.84269662921348298	0.74725274725274704	0.79365079365079405	Hispa	nic/Latino	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.86494252873563204	0.871127633209417	0.85423728813559296	0.82833505687693898	0.81545064377682397	Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.8	1	1	1	1	Two or More Races	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.84	0.90909090909090895	0.86956521739130399	0.80769230769230804	0.90789473684210498	White	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.86937901498929304	0.90526315789473699	0.90042372881355903	0.870588235294118	0.85384615384615403	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.88288288288288297	0.82926829268292701	0.83870967741935498	0.78571428571428603	0.875	

Retention Rate







OVERALL RETENTION RATE BY AGE

19 or less	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.88626907073508998	0.90101892285298402	0.89165446559297201	0.87261146496815301	0.84491978609625695	20 to 24	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.85807504078303398	0.874651810584958	0.85844155844155801	0.80597014925373101	0.82614742698191901	25 to 29	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.84	0.86259541984732802	0.85611510791366896	0.84967320261437895	0.78881987577639701	30 to 34	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.84313725490196101	0.89583333333333304	0.77551020408163296	0.79365079365079405	0.83333333333333304	35 to 39	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.88888888888888895	0.86956521739130399	0.83333333333333304	0.875	0.83333333333333304	40 to 49	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.8	0.91666666666666696	0.90476190476190499	0.91111111111111098	0.91666666666666696	50+	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.8	0.88888888888888895	0.84615384615384603	0.9	0.83333333333333304	

Retention Rate







OVERALL RETENTION RATE BY GENDER

Female	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.86799065420560695	0.87846481876332605	0.87733887733887705	0.83606557377049195	0.84272300469483596	Male	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.86861313868613099	0.89714285714285702	0.86	0.84075573549257798	0.81980742778541904	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.90909090909090895	0.85714285714285698	0.875	0.83333333333333304	0.66666666666666696	

Retention Rate







FACE-TO-FACE RETENTION RATE BY ETHNICITY

American Indian or Alaska Native	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.9	1	1	1	1	Asian	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.86805555555555602	0.874074074074074	0.88387096774193497	0.88148148148148098	0.839622641509434	Black or African American	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.90625	0.97260273972602695	0.85365853658536595	0.75	0.8	Hispanic/Latino	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.87369985141159001	0.871127633209417	0.85647607934655801	0.82878953107960696	0.81313703284258199	Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.8	1	1	1	1	Two or More Races	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.84	0.90909090909090895	0.86567164179104505	0.81578947368420995	0.90909090909090895	White	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.87973273942093499	0.90526315789473699	0.9	0337078651685399	0.870801033591731	0.85674157303370801	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.89719626168224298	0.82926829268292701	0.82758620689655205	0.82608695652173902	0.85714285714285698	

Retention Rate







FACE-TO-FACE RETENTION RATE BY AGE

19 or less	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.891891891891892	0.90101892285298402	0.89221556886227504	0.86991869918699205	0.84191176470588203	20 to 24	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.86890756302520999	0.874651810584958	0.85675306957707997	0.80632411067193699	0.82378854625550701	25 to 29	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.86170212765957399	0.86259541984732802	0.865079365079365	0.87022900763358801	0.80451127819548895	30 to 34	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.82978723404255295	0.89583333333333304	0.80952380952380898	0.78	0.8	35 to 39	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.88	0.86956521739130399	0.86363636363636398	0.95454545454545503	0.83333333333333304	40 to 49	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.79310344827586199	0.91666666666666696	0.91891891891891897	0.9	0.91176470588235303	50+	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.88888888888888895	0.88888888888888895	0.84615384615384603	0.83333333333333304	0.8	

Retention Rate







FACE-TO-FACE RETENTION RATE BY GENDER

Female	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.88	0.87846481876332605	0.87855579868708999	0.83723522853957599	0.84318766066838002	Male	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.87237237237237197	0.89714285714285702	0.86369958275382497	0.84062059238363895	0.81661891117478502	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.90909090909090895	0.85714285714285698	0.875	0.88235294117647101	0.6	

Retention Rate







ONLINE RETENTION RATE BY ETHNICITY

American Indian or Alaska Native	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0	0	1	0	0	Asian	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.5	0	0.83333333333333304	1	1	Black or African American	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	1	0	0.71428571428571397	0.72727272727272696	0.66666666666666696	Hispanic/Latino	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.60869565217391297	0	0.78571428571428603	0.82	0.85714285714285698	Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0	0	0	0	0	Two or More Races	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0	0	1	0.5	0.9	White	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.61111111111111105	0	0.85185185185185197	0.86842105263157898	0.82352941176470595	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.5	0	1	0.6	1	

Retention Rate







ONLINE RETENTION RATE BY AGE

19 or less	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.66666666666666696	0	0.86666666666666703	1	0.94117647058823495	20 to 24	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.5	0	0.891891891891892	0.8	0.86842105263157898	25 to 29	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.5	0	0.76	923076923076905	0.72727272727272696	0.71428571428571397	30 to 34	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	1	0	0.57142857142857095	0.84615384615384603	1	35 to 39	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	1	0	0.5	0.7	0.83333333333333304	40 to 49	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	1	0	0.8	1	1	50+	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0	0	0	1	1	

Retention Rate







ONLINE RETENTION RATE BY GENDER

Female	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.54838709677419295	0	0.85416666666666696	0.822784810126582	0.83783783783783805	Male	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0.73684210526315796	0	0.77419354838709697	0.84375	0.89655172413793105	Non-Respondent	2010-11	2011-12	2012-13	2013-14	2014-15	0	0	0	0	1	

Retention Rate
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